
PROGRAMS PROVIDING MOST SIGNIFICANT TREATMENT  

OF COMMUNITY ISSUES 
 

COMMUNITY,  

includes military families, organ donation, special olympics, patriotic festival, military base 

closings 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A candlelight vigil will be held tonight for two 

girls killed in a weekend accident. We retold 

the accident details from the weekend, and told 

viewers when and were tonight's vigil will be 

held. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: info on how to volunteer for jamestown 400 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach officials learned a former traffic 

engineer was a convicted murdered. They're 

asking how their hiring practices allowed it. We 

asked other cities if their practices allowed the 

same thing, and most did, in theory. We also 

took viewer opinions about the issue of hiring 

convicted killers for public jobs. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Norfolk are investigating the death of 

a mother found stabbed to death. We had video 

of the man suspected of killing the woman and 

sound with someone who knows the man. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The city of Norfolk is trying to shut down a 

local tatoo parlor, even though it was 

grandfathered in. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Chesapeake church was destroyed by fire a 

day before Easter. We went out and spoke to 

the pastor about the loss he and his 

congregation endured. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A winning lottery ticket was sold in Virgina 



Beach, but no one has claimed the prize. Time 

is running out to cash in! 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: we ran a story on the dangers of car surfing and 

how one teenager from North Eastern North 

Carolina died while trying the stunt. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fleet Forces Command has a change of 

command at Naval Station Norfolk. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: One of the Virginia Tech victims is from the 

tiny town of Smithfield. We went to her high 

school to talk with students and teachers about 

the tragedy. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-20-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: The town of Smithfield is mourning after the 

Virginia Tech Tragedy. They lost one student, a 

second was injured, and a third is being called a 

hero for barricading a door and stopping a 

gunman from coming inside. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of day of mourning on the 

Virginia Tech campus. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage, day of mourning for Virginia 

Tech. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage throughout the morning on 

events at Virginia Tech. Day of mourning, 

latest on the investigation. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We covered one of the many vigils for victims 

of the tragedy at Virginia Tech. At the vigil in 

Virginia Beach, several graduates of Virginia 

Tech spoke with us about what the university 

meant to them and how they felt about the 

shootings. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: One of the Navy's Blue Angels was killed in an 

air show crash in South Carolina. Our coverage 

included the latest details on the accident, and a 

profile of the pilot reported down. That pilot 

took one of our reporters on a special flight last 

year. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: One of the Navy's Blue Angels was killed in an 

air show crash in South Carolina. Our coverage 

included the latest details on the accident, and a 

live phone interview with a witness. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Navy Blue Angel pilot died during an air 

show in South Carolina. He received his jet 



training at the local Navy base. Tonight the 

entire community mourns his death. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: During our noon news we aired a story about a 

soldier from the Hampton roads area killed in 

Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: new NC sex offender website + links to va & nc 

sites 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Portsmouth man is fighting for the city to put 

street lights near a city park. He worries a 

jogger or bicyclist will be hit. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: we aired a story about the funeral of a hampton 

roads girl killed in the virginia tech shootings. 

We had sound from several members of her 

family and her pastor. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today we continued to preview the first landing 

even of english settlers in virginia.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: a man was arrested for making threatening calls 

to a virginia beach middle school. he was found 

in pennsylvania and will soon be extradicted 

back to hampton roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: in norfolk there was a shooting on lafayette 

boulevard. witnesses and police say the man 

had several gunshot wounds. one witness says 

the man was even bleeding from the head. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Queen Elizabeth is visiting Virginia this week. 

Live report on the preps for the visit. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A newport news community said it is fed up 

with the violence that goes on in its 

neighborhood. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach changes its policy on asking 

people pulled over or arrested about their 

immigration status. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fugitive Finders, helping police in Hampton 

round up wanted fugitives. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A local man fought his way off the streets. 

Tonight a group is honoring him for going from 

homelessness to employed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Queen Elizabeth visits Richmond and 

Williamsburg tomorrow. Live report and vo/sot 

on preps for the queen's visit. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Williamsburg prepares for a visit from Queen 

Elizabeth II and her husband. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: gas prices going up, avg prices, links to gas 

tracking websites. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: a virginia beach woman went to court after 

being arrested for running a shady daycare 

center. she kept children in a soundproof room 

in her garage. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Presidential Park, with the "big head" 

sculptures is for sale in Williamsburg. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: a house fire in virgina beach killed a man.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: granby high school in norfolk was temporarily 

evacuated after someone set of a smoke bomb. 

fire officials were called to the scene and it 

turns out everything is ok. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The U.S. Post Office said it will issue a new 

stamp commemorating the 400th anniversary of 

Jamestown 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The identity of a helicopter pilot who crashed in 

Nevada was revealed. He was a Virginia Beach 

native. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today, Virginia Tech is graduating its senior 

class, less than a month after the massacre that 

killed 32 students and professors. We were live 

in Blacksburg, where grad students received 

their degrees this afternoon. Undergrads will 

get their degrees tonight, including posthumous 

degrees for the shooting victims. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tonight, Virginia Tech graduated its senior 



class, less than a month after the massacre that 

killed 32 students and professors. We were live 

in Blacksburg, where grad students received 

their degrees this afternoon. Undergrads 

received their degrees tonight, including 

posthumous degrees for the shooting victims. 

Students and grads talked about the importance 

of putting the events of the last month behind 

them and Virginia Tech. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Tech held an emotional graduation 

after the campus tragedy. A gunman shot and 

killed students and faculty. The students were 

awarded posthumous degrees. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach homeowners are trying to get 

beach access taken away from the public in 

certain spots of the North Shore. Live report on 

what this would mean. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Rev. Jerry Falwell died today. We had 

team coverage in Lynchburg, showing the 



impact he had on the entire country, as well as 

Hampton Roads. We also talked with officials 

at Regent University, which shares a close 

relationship with Falwell's Liberty University. 

Falwell and Regent founder Rev. Pat Robertson 

also shared political influence. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local mom gives birth, and her husband in Iraq 

is able to participate via a new satellite hookup 

local hospitals can use.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New federal audit of military mental health 

treatment says troops are not getting the help 

they need.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfok's Vice Mayor is starting a series of town 

hall meetings on gang problems in Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Rev. Jerry Falwell died. Team coverage of 

his life and legacy. Plus, viewer discussion 

about whether he was a religious role model or 

religious extremist. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Ceremonies at Liberty University for Jerry 

Falwell plus timeline on pulpit politics. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: USS Ashland homecoming with reservists. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage from Lynchburg and Hampton 

Roads on the death of Jerry Falwell. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    



DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Viewing for Jerry Falwell in Lynchburg. Our 

own reporter is there. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Lynchburg on viewing for 

Jerry Falwell. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Soldier from Hampton killed in the war in Iraq. 

Interview with soldier's family. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk will have a series of huge concerts this 

weekend that could create gridlock in parts of 

the city. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service focuses on nine local service 

members who are becoming American citizens 

this week. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Franklin Graham festival is one of several big 

events in Norfolk this weekend. This particular 

festival isn't advertising the fact that it's a 

religious revival. Story on the marketing of the 

event. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach woman got to be on the Price is 

Right. Feature on her experience. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Norfolk where somebody is 

spray painting grafitti on churches. May be a 

sign of gang activity, or just kids playing 

pranks. Either way, the church people are upset. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk city leaders are looking for a catchy 

name for the light-rail system they want to 

build. These are computer animations of what 

the system would look like, running from 

EVMS to the Virginia Beach city line. The 

city's down to three names: "Bay Runner," 

"First Rail," and "Tide." The city and Hampton 

Roads Transit still need federal approval to 

starting building the 232-million dollar system. 

They expect that to happen this summer. The 

trains are schedule to start running in 2010. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Gas prices are climbing again! We asked 

viewers how they're coping. They answered the 

question, "Are you cutting back in other areas 

to afford gas?" 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on town hall meetings starting 

across Norfolk about gang problems in 

neighborhoods.  

    

 

PROGRAM: 5, 5:30 and 6:00 newscasts 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live "Fugitive Finders" reports and hotline 

throughout the newscasts, helping local police 

track wanted fugitives.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Federal preview of hurricane season. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on hurricane evacuation routes to 

Richmond and how that city isn't prepared to 

handle the influx of people from Hampton 

Roads.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Developers in Virginia Beach want to build a 

huge condo/housing complex on Princess Anne 

Road. It was originally approved for 800 units. 

Now they want 1400. Live report. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Preview of Eisenhower strike group 

homecoming, with a key change of command. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports throughout the morning on return 

of the Eisenhower strike group. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Operation Slammer" in Virginia Beach: police 

try to round up people with warrants.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach tried to have a farmers market 

at Town Center, but now the whole idea is 

falling apart.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Eisenhower strike group is coming home, with 

thousands of sailors returning home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Homecoming of USS Anzio, part of team 

coverage of the return of the Eisenhower strike 

group. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of the Eisenhower strike group 

homecoming. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Idea for a farmers market at Town Center in 

Virginia Beach is falling apart because not 

enough farmers will come.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of the Eisenhower strike group 

coming home, with two live reports from Naval 

Station Norfolk as different ships pull in. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports throughout the morning on return 

of the Eisenhower strike group to Naval Station 

Norfolk.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Shark at the Virginia Aquarium bites a curator. 

Live report.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where a shark 

at the aquarium bit a curator. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Newport News where police 

made a crime sweep in the East End. 

NewsChannel 3 crew was caught in a high 

speed chase while riding along with police. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach. As everybody 

gets ready for the big Memorial Day weekend, 

Virginia Beach has some crazy rules people 

may not know about. No frisbees, no dogs, no 

cursing, etc. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Community Star report: teacher who gets kids 

excited about reading and involved in the 

accelerated reading program.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service package focuses on a 

ceremony honoring the submarines and crews 

lost during World War II. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Newport News police making a 

sweep and crackdown on crime in the East End. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive Newsroom gets responses from 

viewers on a huge American flag causing a fuss 

in Las Vegas. Some say no flag is too big for 

any display; others say it's inappropriate to use 

the flag for advertising. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A California Senator is questioning the Navy's 

plan to move the SEAL headquarters to 

Hampton Roads, instead of keeping it in 

California. She says she's unsure the move will 

improve the SEAL's ability to train and deploy 

as the Navy says it will. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    



DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Funeral for soldier from Hampton, killed in 

Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Reports on the Strawberry Festival in Pungo, 

and the Afram Festival in downtown Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several live reports and packages on Memorial 

Day celebrations across Hampton roads. 

Including national elements.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of Memorial Day events, from 

Arlington to various locations across Hampton 

Roads. Portsmouth parade, Hampton 21 gun 

salute, etc.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    



DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of Memorial Day events across 

Hampton Roads.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live coverage of Memorial Day event in 

Portsmouth, extra stories on Memorial Day 

events in Hampton, Arlington, Virginia Beach. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on shooting on Meads Road in Norfolk. 

People say a housing project is ruining the 

neighborhood.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package on Rolling Thunder: bikers 

demonstrating in Washington today on behalf 

of POW's and MIAs.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    



DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on Afram Festival in downtown 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Neighbors in Norfolk are furious about a 

shooting overnight on Meads Road. They say 

the neighborhood has always been nice, until an 

apartment complex down the street switched to 

public housing. They're calling for it to be torn 

down. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Soldier from Hampton laid to rest, killed in 

Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk's Ford plant finally closed. Look at 

ceremonies on the last day and what will 

happen now to the plant. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fugitive Finder: Live with a phone bank, 

helping police track down wanted fugitives in 

Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Phoner with the curator at the Virginia 

Aquarium who was bitten by a shark. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Preview of this weekend's Patriotic Festival, 

showing what's different this year. Concerts are 

free, more features, etc. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fugitive Finder hotline, helps local police track 

down wanted fugitives. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a huge house fire in Suffolk that 

destroyed everything the family owned, even 

their car.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a high school principal in 

Chesapeake, just acquitted on charges that he 

sexually assaulted a parent. Package on why the 

judge threw out the case and reaction from both 

sides. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Homecoming for USS Boise. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report and package on the EOD 

demonstration. Navy's explosives response 

team rehearses for their demonstration coming 

up this weekend at the Patriotic Festival in 

Virginia Beach. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: US Navy will help clean up Chesapeake Bay 

this Friday for the "Clean the Bay" day. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach schools make the Newsweek 

list of best schools in the United States. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on high school principal in 

Chesapeake, cleared today of charges that he 

sexually assaulted a parent.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach. Navy's 

demolition team will have a demonstration 

during the Patriotic Festival. We show them 

rehearsing for the demo, talking about what 



they do. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Elizabeth City, NC has a new police chief. He 

talks with us about the problems facing the 

community, especially big-city style gangs 

emerging in the small town. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package on a 10-year old boy in Newport News 

who said he'd been abducted. Turns out he 

wasn't, but a strange man did enter his house. 

Police are searching for that man, but the boy 

reported his was abducted because he was 

afraid he'd get in trouble for not studying. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Preview of Patriotic Festival. Package focuses 

on one of the service members being honored 

this weekend. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Teacher in Suffolk accused of having an affair 

with a male student.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Wrapup of Patriotic Festival events throughout 

the day and plans for the weekend.  

    

 

PROGRAM: Noon, 5:00 through 6:00 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Entire newscasts devoted to live coverage of the 

Patriotic Festival in Virginia Beach. Includes 

packages on contributions of military members 

and awards they're receiving. Live 

demonstrations of military technology and 

personnel. Live events and interviews. Full 

coverage at noon, and in the 90 minutes of 

news from 5 through 6:30. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of effects of Tropical Storm 

Barry in Hampton Roads, plus impact on the 

huge Patriotic Festival events planned.  



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of the effects of Tropical Storm 

Barry in Hampton Roads, including live report 

and package on testing the flood gates at local 

tunnels.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of rain storm expected tonight, 

plus how it's making a huge concert at the 

Patriotic Festival move inside.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on FCC ruling on 

"fleeting expletives" on broadcast air. Viewer 

comments gauge local feelings about what 

words are acceptable.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where we've 

discovered a lot of the elevators at city parking 

lots don't work. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We find that, just in time for tourist season, 

many of the elevators at parking garages at the 

Virginia Beach oceanfront don't work. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: An overnight storm destroyed many of the 

displays for this weekend's Harborfest. We 

were live at Town Point Park, where crews 

were putting the displays back up, and are 

confident they'll get everything repaired in time 

for Friday's event. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Harborfest where last night's 

severe weather destroyed a lot of the displays 

for this weekend's shows.  

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Tech officials are replacing a student-

built monument to the Tech shooting victims 

with a nicer version. It will also be temporary 

while they find a permanent location. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Harborfest live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Harborfest in downtown 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports from Harborfest and from the 

Navy Concert Series at Fleet Rec Park. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service report focuses on a local 

elementary school and how the children have 

teamed up with service members for mutual 

support. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports from Harborfest in downtown 

Norfolk and Navy Concert Series. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Anchoring live from Harborfest in downtown 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live shots all morning from Harborfest in 

downtown Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Harborfest in downtown 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Harborfest in downtown 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Wrapup of Harbor Fest events. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Portsmouth National Guard troops deploy for 

Iraq.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Harborfest in Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Update throughout the morning on Harborfest 

events people can attend today. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive live report reveals serious problems 

at the Norfolk animal control shelter. Includes 

interview with the deputy who has to run the 

place with little funding or staff. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Feature report on family who lost a son in a 

fatal crash in Emporia this weekend. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Woman almost drowns at a local restaurant. 



Employees dive in to save her. Live reports. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Jamestown 400 celebration is in full swing. 

We had team coverage of the event that's been 

in the works for a couple of years, showing 

viewers what was happening, and how 

attendance measured up to expectations. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tour of USNS Comfort, the hospital ship now 

in port in Norfolk for repairs. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tour of the USNS Comfort hospital ship, which 

is in Norfolk for repairs. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach is considering cutting off beach 

access for some wealthy homeowners on the 

North side.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive live report in Norfolk on new laws 

cracking down on graffiti. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New technology allows parents overseas to take 

part in their kids' graduation ceremonies by 

satellite. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Weed and seed program in Newport News. 

We're live with police and community leaders 

as they hit the streets to encourage people to 

help crack down on crime. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage in Newport News as police and 

community leaders hit the East End with the 

"Weed and Seed" program. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Activists and volunteers are spending the night 

"homeless" at Town Point Park in Norfolk, to 

support the mayor's push to end homelessness 

in Norfolk. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from downtown Norfolk where 

volunteers will spend the night outside to 

support the city's homeless initiative. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service focuses on a local Army mom 

who says she's fed up with all the bad news in 

Iraq. She wants everyone to know about the 

good things her son is doing overseas. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from downtown Norfolk where a 

"sleepin" for the homeless is planned tonight. 

Reporter talks to the homeless about whether 

they think it will make any difference. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several live shots from downtown Norfolk 

where the city is planning a homeless "sleepin" 

tonight to support the mayor's homeless 

initiative. Live shots focus on homeless people 

and what they think of the effort. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sculptural tributes at the Norfolk Zoo for a 

local teen killed in a car crash. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from the Norfolk Zoo where four 

bronze statues are being dedicated to the 

memory of a 13 year old boy killed in a car 



crash. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Reports on local SEAL who survived the 

helicopter shoot-down in Afghanistan. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local mom of a Marine delighted that he's back 

from the war. She talks about the good he did in 

Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fire destroys a house in Suffolk. Story focuses 

on how hard the firefighters worked to save the 

family's dogs inside the home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on a new school 



policy in Northern Virginia that punishes 

children for any kind of physical contact at 

school, including shaking hands. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive report on conditions at the Norfolk 

animal shelter. Follow-up on original report 

with new accusations about why the shelter is 

having so many problems. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Norfolk where a neighborhood is 

holding a candlelight vigil for a couple gunned 

down in front of their home. Talking about 

crime in the neighborhood. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Demolition of old warehouse in Norfolk has 

community activists upset. They want the city 

to do more to save old buildings.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from downtown Norfolk where an 

old warehouse is being torn down. Community 

activists lost the battle to save it, but hope the 

city will step in to save other old buildings. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where the city 

just cut the ribbon on a huge new sportsplex. 

Trouble is, the last sportsplex is just sitting 

there not being used. Package focuses on why 

city leaders believe this one will be different. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Students in Virginia Beach are upset that a 

special yearbook they signed for the two girls 

killed by a drunk driver has apparently been 

stolen. Live report on what the book was 

supposed to mean to the parents of the two 

girls, and what students are doing to make a 

new gift for those parents.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk Zoo is expanding, and starts off by 

showing off its new red panda. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from the Norfolk Zoo, which is 

launching a huge new expansion project. Also 

showing off its new red panda. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on progress the state's making trying to 

fix the DMV computers. The glitch is delaying 

people getting licenses, plates, etc. across the 

area. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from the Norfolk Zoo, which now 

has a new red panda -- part of the launch of its 

new expansion program.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: DMV offices across the area are having serious 

problems because of a state computer glitch. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bar owners in Virginia Beach say they're being 

singled out unfairly by laws in Virginia against 

loud noise. Live report with bar owners and 

neighbors. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Charity tournaments and events are losing out 

because of Michael Vick's legal problems. He's 

canceling several events. Package with local 

kids and charities hurt. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Community Star report on a local man who 

always helps his neighbors. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service story about the local USO 

planning a trip to Kings Dominion for service 

members and their families. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fundraiser for a scholarship fund for the two 

Virginia Beach girls killed when a car rear-

ended them. Money will go to scholarships for 

other kids at the high school they attended. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report as Iraqi war vets get together for a 

picnic, hoping to organize more vets against the 

war in Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Ft. Eustis deployment. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Blood Drive for Red Cross at 

three locations. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bay Oaks Park neighborhood just got a break 

on plans to tear down the park and build 

condos. City will leave the property alone for 

now. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on blood drive for the Red Cross 

sponsored by Your NewsChannel 3. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom begins with a package 

about a local man in court, charged with owing 

$120,000 and more in child support. This 

launches the interactive newsroom on whether 

Virginia is doing enough to track down 

deadbeat parents. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Final preparations are underway for the Ford 

Plant in Norfolk to close. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports on final preparations for the 

closing of the Norfolk Ford plant. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Severe weather, including a live report from 

Norfolk where lightning hit a tree and damaged 

the home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk's animal shelter situation is getting 

worse. Exclusive story earlier showed 

overcrowded and dirty conditions. Follow up 

report shows things getting worse. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hampton Roads just ranked as the worst region 

in Virginia for child neglect and abuse. Live 

report on what led to that ranking, what local 

officials are trying to do about it. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package report on Ft. Eustis deployment. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Program today offers free HIV testing, 

information and counseling in Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hampton Roads just ranked last in the state of 

Virginia for child abuse and neglect -- in other 

words, it's the worst here. Live report on the 

problem and why we're singled out. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on deployment from Fort Eustis. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Granby Theater was shut down months ago 

because of a shooting and code violations. City 

planning board just met and agreed to let it 

reopen with major restrictions. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Norfolk planning board's 

decision on the Granby Theater. It was closed 

because of a shooting and fire code violations. 

City will allow it to reopen with major safety 

changes. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom topic: overcrowded 

animal shelters in Hampton Roads and across 



the nation. Viewers comment on proposed new 

law in California that would force pet owners to 

have their pets spayed or neutered. Local 

animal shelter worker is interviewed live on set. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk Ford plant's last day. Live report on the 

final ceremonies for workers, what happens 

now to the plant and the future of the property. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several live reports on the final day for 

Norfolk's Ford plant. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local event offered free HIV testing and 

education. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local mail carrier celebrates his 50th year on 

the job. We go with him on his rounds. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Navy Concert Series tonight -- live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: iPhone mania hits in just 30 minutes when the 

iphones go on sale. Look at the national 

phenomenon and what the features of the phone 

are. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Salute to Service report profiles a local man 

who shops for supplies for troops. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Navy Concert Series, with 



concerns about how the weather will affect the 

concert. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on preparations for the Navy 

Concert Series at Fleet Rec Park tonight. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Review of new laws that go into effect in 

Virginia tomorrow -- from new requirements 

for child booster seats to new penalties for 

traffic infractions. 

    

POLITICS,  

Including government, law, terrorism, foreign politics, war in Iraq, military, local primary 

elections 
 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Senators Charles Schumer 

and Arlen Specter about the controversy over 

what role Attorney General Gonzales played in 

the firing of eight U.S. attorneys, and what 

standards and procedures should be followed in 

the investigation of this matter 2) Interview 

with Dan Bartlett, Counselor to President Bush, 

about: how the investigation into the firing of 



the eight U.S. attorneys should be conducted / 

the question of a political agenda on the 

Democrats' part; former Bush strategist 

Matthew Dowd's statement that President Bush 

has become isolated from reality; House 

Speaker Nancy Pelosi's trip to Syria; support 

for the British government in their pursuit of 

the release of British sailors taken prisoner by 

Iran Guests: Sen. Charles Schumer (D-NY), 

Vice Chair, Democratic Conference (1); Sen. 

Arlen Specter (R-PA), Member Judiciary 

Committee (1); Dan Bartlett, Counselor to the 

President (2)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Under The Influence" - A report on how the 

pharmaceutical industry lobby influenced 

Congress to pass the Medicare prescription 

drug legislation, the cornerstone of the 

Republicans' domestic agenda. Includes 

interviews with Representatives Walter Jones 

(R-NC) and Dan Burton (R-IN); former 

Congressman Billy Tauzin (R-LA); 

Congressman John Dingell (D-MI), new 

chairman of the House Energy and Commerce 

Committee which oversees Medicare; and Ron 

Pollack, Executive Director of Families USA, a 

nonpartisan health care watchdog group. (C: 

Steve Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) "A Not So Perfect 

Match" - A report on the ethical implications of 

using familial searching, an FBI technique 

which scours databases of the DNA of 

convicted felons, deliberately searching for 

partial matches that could indicate that a crime 

was committed by a relative of the person 

whose DNA presented a partial match. Includes 

interviews with Mitch Morrissey, district 

attorney of Denver, Colorado; Angelo Della 

Manna, head of DNA analysis for the State of 



Alabama; Stephen Mercer, a Maryland attorney 

who specializes in issues involving DNA; 

Detective Sue Hickman of Rotherham, 

England, who used familial searching to catch a 

rapist; Darryl Hunt of Winston-Salem, North 

Carolina, who was released after 19 years in 

prison, when a partial DNA match was pursued. 

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) "The 

Age Of Warming" - A report on global 

warming and the apparent effect it has in 

Antarctica, making the region the fastest 

warming place on Earth. Includes interviews 

with Gino Casassa, Glaciologist; American 

biologists Sue and Wayne Trivelpiece; and Paul 

Mayewski, Director of the Climate Change 

Institute at the University of Maine. (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Solly Granatstein, Catherine 

Herrick) Andy Rooney topic: "Presidential 

Price Tag" - Andy calculates the rising cost of 

running for president.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: sen warner's possible '08 6th term run. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A former Virginia Beach worker faces drug 

charges. The case uncovered she was a 

convicted killer. We found out the city has no 

problem hiring murderers. They believe some 

people deserve a second chance. 

    

 



PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with former Governor Mike 

Huckabee (R-AR), candidate for the 2008 

Republican presidential nomination. Topics 

include: Christian evangelicals holding 

Republican candidates to the same standard of 

personal accountability as Democrats; honesty 

and candor as primary assets in a candidate; his 

prospects for campaign fundraising; the 

relationship between government and religion; 

the need to win the war in Iraq 2) Roundtable 

discussion about: the need for a great amount of 

money to finance today's political campaigns / 

the significance of Senator Barack Obama's 

ability to raise funds / his ascendance as a 

serious candidate; the effect of Senator John 

McCain's support for the Iraq war on his quest 

for the Republican presidential nomination; 

former Tennessee Senator Fred Thompson as a 

possible Republican presidential contender 

Guests: Mike Huckabee (R-AR), former 

Governor, 2008 Presidential candidate (1); 

Mike Allen, Politico.com (2); Colbert I. King, 

The Washington Post (2)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "McCain for President" - An interview with 

Senator John McCain (R-AZ), in which he 

discusses his 2000 campaign for president, his 

reaction to criticism that he has changed 

positions on issues, his current stance on Iraq 

and his new campaign for the presidency, and 

the controversy surrounding his most recent 

comments on the safety in Baghdad. (C: Scott 

Pelley - P: Tom Anderson) "Vive Les Nukes" - 



With power demands rising and concerns over 

global warming, America is now considering 

nuclear energy and is looking towards France, a 

country where nearly 80% of its electricity 

comes from 58 nuclear power plants. Includes 

interviews with Pierre Gadonniex, Head of 

Electricite de France; Bertrande Durrande, 

Executive Vice President for Manufacturing at 

AREVA; Clay Sell, Deputy Secretary of 

Energy; David Jhirad, Head of Science and 

Research for the World Resources Institute; 

Anne Lauvergeon, Engineer and Chairwoman 

of AREVA; and Andrew Kadak, Professor at 

MIT. (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin Devine) 

"Dr. Evil" - An interview with Rick Berman, a 

Washington lobbyist and lawyer, whose critics 

claim he is a tool for corporate America. 

Berman counteracts that he is merely against 

anyone who seeks to limit or regulate our way 

of life. Includes an interview with Dr. Michael 

Jacobson, Center for Science in the Public 

Interest, a healthy food advocacy group. (C: 

Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin Curran, 

Katherine Textor) Andy Rooney topic: "Andy: 

Let's Have A Queen" - Andy makes a case for a 

U.S. monarchy.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: gov. kaine veto's smoking ban bill 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: move by local rep's to change immigration laws 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS Radio fired Don Imus this afternoon for 

his comments about the Rutgers women's 

basketball team. Elements of our coverage 

included: --Breaking details of Imus' firing --A 

look at the debate over artists using similar 

words in music without protest --Talked to a 

constitutional law attorney about the difference 

between offensive and obscene. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interview with Vice President Dick Cheney. 

Topics include: Congress and the impasse over 

paying for the war in Iraq / the potential initial 

impact of cutting off funding for the war; the 

ongoing difficulties faced by U.S. efforts in Iraq 

/ the necessity of dealing with the global war on 

terror; the credibility of the Bush administration 

/ Attorney General Gonzales' statements / 

Scooter Libby's perjury conviction; the ongoing 

threat of a nuclear terrorist attack on a U.S. city 

Guest: Dick Cheney, Vice President of the 

United States  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach homeowners are asking the city 

to lower their property tax rates to offset rising 

assessments. Some city officials were booed at 

a public forum tonight. We told viewers about 

the request, and how the city is considering it.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The U.S. Senate passed a bill that calls for 

troops to pullout of Iraq by October. President 

Bush promises to veto the measure. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: President Bush vows to veto the Iraq war 

spending bill this week. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Secretary of State 

Condoleezza Rice. Topics include: charges by 

former CIA head George Tenet that the Bush 

administration had no serious internal debate 

about going to Iraq and that his advice before 

9/11 to take action against Afghanistan was in 

effect ignored / the then-problems with 

intelligence reports / her subpoena from 

Congress to testify about the reports of 



Saddam's weapons programs; the president's 

expected veto of the Congressional bill on war 

funding and U.S. troop withdrawal from Iraq; 

the disposition of hurricane Katrina relief funds 

offered by foreign countries 2) Interview with 

Rep. John Murtha. Topics include: placing 

responsibility for the invasion of Iraq; the 

responsbility of funding the war / the extension 

of troop tours of duty / the need for troop 

redeployment / the war funding bill and the 

anticipated presidential veto / Congressional 

compromise / ways to influence a president, 

including impeachment 3) Discussion with 

Roger Simon. Topics include: the question of 

impeachment; the Iraq war as the number one 

election issue; the first debate among the 

Democratic presidential candidates Guests: 

Condoleezza Rice, Secretary of State (1); Rep. 

John Murtha (D-PA), Member, House 

Appropriations Committee (2); Roger Simon, 

Politco.com (3)  

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Newt Gingrich. Topics 

include: his possible entry into the race for the 

Republican presidential nomination; 

Democrats' opposition to a continued American 

military presence in Iraq / continued monetary 

support for those U.S. troops who are there 

now; the long-range impact of a possible 

American political defeat in Iraq / the 

worldwide war on terrorism; the Republicans' 

approach to the 2008 election and its issues / 

revising the format of televised political debates 

2) Interview with Rep. Charles Rangel. Topics 

include: withdrawing American troops from 

Iraq / enlisting the aid of Saudi Arabia, Egypt 

and Jordan in ending the violence in Iraq / 

anticipating the features and conditions of the 



next Congressional bill relating to the war to be 

sent to the president; the credibility of former 

CIA Director George Tenet Guests: Newt 

Gingrich, former Speaker of the House (1); 

Rep. Charles Rangel (D-NY), Chairman, Ways 

and Means Committee (2)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Inside The Enemy Camp" - an 

interview/profile of Nazir Abas, a former 

Muslim terrorist and and top commander in 

Jemaah Islamiyah, al-Qaeda's franchise 

operation in Southeast Asia. He defected after 

Osama bin Laden issued a religious edict 

declaring all Americans and Jews fair targets 

for al-Qaeda terror. (C: Bob Simon - P: Michael 

H. Gavshon) "Lou Dobbs" - an 

interview/profile of CNN anchor Lou Dobbs, a 

self-described advocacy journalist, who 

discusses his stance against illegal immigration. 

Includes comments by his wife, Debi, and by 

Mark Potok of the Southern Poverty Law 

Center. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Denise Schrier 

Cetta) "Thrift Shop Masterpiece?" - retired 

truck driver Teri Horton claims that a 

fingerprint on a painting she bought for five 

dollars in a thrift store proves that it is a 

Jackson Pollock original, worth $50 million. 

Includes interviews with Paul Biro, a forensic 

art expert; and Katy Siegel, professor of art 

history at Hunter College. (C: Anderson Cooper 

- P: Michael Rosenbaum) Andy Rooney topic: - 

"Trying To Make Sense Of The Papers" - Andy 

critiques what he reads in the newspapers  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A few sentences were added to the Federal 

Defense Bill. Those additions put the future of 

NAS Oceana in jeopardy. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Report on the claims of an al-Qaeda group in 

Iraq that it is holding three missing American 

soldiers who were part of a patrol unit 

ambushed yesterday 2) Interview with Sen. 

Chuck Hagel. Topics include: the American 

military effort in Iraq / a political resolution as 

the means to end the violence / redeploying 

American forces to focus on measures against 

terrorists there; the effect of the war on the 

Republicans and on the U.S.; Hagel's possible 

candidacy for the presidency as an Independent 

/ New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg as a 

possible running mate 3) Roundtable discussion 

about: the possibility of a third party 

presidential candidate; possible Republican 

contenders who have not yet entered the race; 

Al Gore as a possible Democratic candidate; the 

ongoing impact of the Iraq war on the 

Republican party / efforts of liberal anti-war 

groups / rising impact of the moderates of both 

parties Guest Correspondent: Mark Strassmann, 

Baghdad (1) Guests: Sen. Chuck Hagel (R-NE), 

Foreign Relations Committee (2); Michel 

McQueen Martin, National Public Radio (3); 

Jeanne Cummings, Politico.com (3)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Mitt Romney" - an interview/profile of former 

Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney, now a 

contender for the Republican presidential 

nomination. Topics discussed include the war in 

Iraq, Romney's Mormon religion, and his 

changing positions on abortion. (C: Mike 

Wallace - P: Ruth Streeter) "6%" - a report on 

how the 6 percent commission traditionally 

charged by real estate agents may be in 

jeopardy due to emerging competition from 

Internet real estate sellers and buyers. Includes 

interviews with: Glen Kelman, president and 

CEO of Redfin, on online real estate brokerage; 

Deborah Arends, a RE/MAX agent in Seattle; 

Steve DelBianco, who helped launch eRealty, 

the first Internet discounter. (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Richard Bonin) "Ali" - a profile of Ali 

Abbas, an Iraqi war orphan who, at the age of 

12, lost both arms and most of his family to a 

stray American bomb in 2003. Now 16, he lives 

in London. Includes interviews with: Jon Lee 

Anderson, New Yorker magazine; Tim Hobbs, 

headmaster, Hall School, Wimbledon; (C: Bob 

Simon - P: Draggan Mihailovich) Andy Rooney 

topic: "Looking Older Happens To Everyone" - 

Andy talks about how our looks change as we 

get older  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on the 

immigration bill now being considered in 

Congress. Package on the bill itself. Sidebars on 

the local immigration battle with the Alfredo 

Ramos case. Viewer comments.  

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on campaign ads 

on the internet. Hillary Clinton's new ad posted 

on her website is a spoof on the final episode of 

the Sopranos. Look at different campaign songs 

over the decades, what people do and don't 

remember. Get viewer comments on what really 

affects their vote. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Senator Dianne Feinstein (D-

CA) and Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA). Topics 

include: the no confidence resolution on 

Attorney General Alberto Gonzales to be 

introduced in the Senate this week by Senator 

Feinstein; how the resolution will be received 

by members of the Senate; the May 15, 2007 

testimony of former deputy attorney general, 

Jim Comey; recent developments concerning 

the immigration bill and the chance it has on 

passing in the Senate and House of 

Representatives. 2) Interview with retired 

Major General Paul Eaton and Dr. Fred Kagan. 

Topics include: their persepctives on the 

efficacy of the recent U.S. troop surge / a 

reduced level of violence; the preparedness 

level of the Iraqi army and national police / 

factors affecting their training; when a 

significant difference in the Iraqi situation may 

be expected Guests: Senator Dianne Feinstein 

(D-CA), Member, Judiciary Committee (1); 

Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA), ranking 

Republican, Judiciary Committee (1); retired 



Major General Paul Eaton, votevets.org (2); Dr. 

Fred Kagan, Military Historian and strategist 

with American Enterprise Institute (2)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Deepwater" - a report on the circumstances 

surrounding the problems and shortcomings of 

"Deepwater" - a $24 billion modernization 

program undertaken by the U.S. Coast Guard 

five years ago and now the subject of a Justice 

Department investgation. Includes interviews 

with: Congressman Elijah Cummings (D-MD), 

chairtman of the Coast Guard oversight 

committee; Captain Kevin Jarvis, U.S. Coast 

Guard (Ret.); Michael DeKort, former 

Lockheed Martin engineer; Congressman Gene 

Taylor (D-MS). (C: Steve Kroft - P: L. Franklin 

Devine) "One Laptop Per Child" - a report on 

MIT Professor Nicholas Negroponte's effort to 

put an inexpensive, durable laptop computer 

into the hands of every child, particularly the 

poor, as an educational aid...and the 

competition he is encoutering from Intel. Also 

includes an interviews with Craig Barrett, 

Intel's chairman of the board. (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Catherine Olian) "Dumped On Skid Row" - a 

report on allegations that some Los Angeles 

hospitals drop off homeless patients on the 

streets of the city's Skid Row, even when they 

are in no condition to fend for themselves. 

Includes interviews with: Reverend Andy 

Bales, Union Rescue Mission; Rocky 

Delgadillo, Los Angeles city attorney; Jose 

Egurbide, deputy city attorney; Diana Bonta, 

vice president, Kaiser Hospital; Kaylor 

Shemberger, head of Hollywood Presbyterian 

Hospital. (C: Anderson Cooper - P: Michael 

Rosenbaum) Andy Rooney topic: "Andy Pays 

A Visit To The Book Fair" - Andy visits the 



New York Antiquarian Book Fair  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Bill Richardson announces candidacy for 

President.  

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Report from Baghdad with Lara Logan, CBS 

News Chief Foreign Correspondent. Topics 

include her assessment of the recent changes in 

Baghdad/ the safety of the Iraqi people/ 

increased attacks on US troops/ the 

effectiveness of the insurgents in adapting their 

tactics. 2) Interview with Senator Carl Levin 

(D-MI) and Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL). 

Topics include: recent legislation to continue 

the war in Iraq until October/ the importance of 

a bipartisan understanding regarding troop 

withdrawal/ the impact of a military solution 

versus a political solution for the United States/ 

the need for the Iraqi leaders to reach a political 

settlement in order to end the violence. 3) 

Interview with Kimberly Dozier, CBS News 

Correspondent. Topics include the May 29, 

2006 blast in Baghdad that killed members of 

her crew, soldiers of the U.S. Army's Fourth 

Infantry Division, and severely injured Dozier; 

her long road to recovery; and the CBS News 

Special Presentation of "Flashpoint", to be aired 

on May 29, the one year anniversary of the 

blast. Guests: Lara Logan, CBS News Chief 

Foreign Correspondent (1); Senator Carl Levin 



(D-MI), Chairman, Armed Services Committee 

(2); Senator Jeff Sessions (R-AL), Member, 

Armed Services Committee (2); Kimberly 

Dozier, CBS News Correspondent (3)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 7-11 drops Citgo gas because of political issues 

with the leader of Venezeula. We talk to drivers 

about the issue, cost of gas, etc. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Raymond Kelly. Topics 

include: the arrest of three suspected terrorists 

and their plan to blow up fuel tanks at John F. 

Kennedy Airport / how close the men were to 

reaching their goal and what, if any, terrorist 

organizations they were connected to / the 

suspected location of the fourth suspect and the 

procedure for getting two of the three men 

arrested, extradited to the United States 2) 

Interview with Representative Peter King and 

Senator Ken Salazar. Topics include: 

immigration and immigration reform / President 

Bush's immigration reform proposal / CBS 

News/New York Times poll results indicating 

that the American public is more relaxed 

concerning this issue than their elected officials 

/ the positive and negative aspects of the bill 3) 

Round table discussion with David Sanger and 

John Harris. Topics include: the immigration 

reform proposal and the chance it has in passing 

; Iraq and the behind-the-scenes work on a Plan 



B ; the upcoming presidential campaign / the 

emergence of Fred Thompson as a possible 

Republican presidential candidate and the belief 

that many Republicans are not satisfied with the 

current field of Republican candidates / the 

possibility of Al Gore entering the presidential 

race Guests: Raymond Kelly, Commissioner, 

New York Police Department (1); 

Representative Peter King (R-NY) (2); Senator 

Ken Salazar (D-CO) (2); David Sanger, Chief 

Washington Correspondent, The New York 

Times (3); John Harris, Editor in Chief, 

Politico.com (3)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: recap of 2nd democratic debate. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Republican presidential candidates debated 

tonight in New Hampshire. We showed 

highlights of the debate. Also, Democratic 

contender Sen. Barack Obama visited Hampton. 

We had highlights of his speech to the annual 

Minister's Conference. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on Republican Presidential debate. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Barack Obama's visit to 

Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on Barack Obama's appearance in 

Hampton Roads.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on Democratic Presidential debate last 

night. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Reminder of primary vote today. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Clinton new campaign add 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Michael Bloomberg switches parties. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Preparations for Rudy Giuliani to appear in 

Virginia Beach this week. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Roundtable discussion about: Unity08 - a 

group that wants to form a third party / the 

current political system and the feasibility in 

getting a third party candidate on the ballot / 

New York Mayor Michael Bloomberg: his 

departure from the Republican Party / 

speculation that he will run for president / how 

his entry would impact the other candidates and 

their respective political parties / current and 

potential candidates for president / the pros and 



cons regarding third party candidates Guests: 

Sam Waterston, Actor and Spokesman for 

Unity08; Ed Rollins, Political Consultant; Ed 

Koch, Former Mayor of New York City; John 

Harris, Editor in Chief, Politico.com  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rudy Giuliani gives a speech in Hampton 

Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Presidential candidate Rudy Giuliani gives a 

speech in Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rudy Giuliani speaks in Hampton Roads. 

Package report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where Rudy 

Giuliani is making a speech. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive Newsroom focuses on national and 

local immigration debate. 

    

RACE,  

Including civil rights, mixed race adoption, integration, eeo 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: today is the 39ht anniversary of the 

assassination of martin luther king junior. the 

video we ran this morning highlighted one of 

king's speeches. we also highlighted when a 

church in chesapeake will host a memorial 

service for dr. king. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Radio host Don Imus apologized several times 

for racially-charged remarks on his radio show 

about the Rutgers women's basketball team. A 

lot of people are calling for Imus to resign or be 

fired. Our coverage included: --The latest on 

Imus' apology on his show and on a show 

hosted by the Rev. Al Sharpton --Recounting 



previous cases of celebrities making racial 

slurs, and the effects they had on their career --

Viewer comments about whether any apology 

can make up for a remark like Imus'. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Don Imus will be suspended for one week for 

his comments about the Rutgers women's 

basketball team. Our coverage included: --

Sound from the team, which agreed to meet 

with Imus --Statement from the National 

Association of Black Journalists about its 

opinion of the suspension --Interview with a 

local DJ about the effects of Imus' comment --

Viewer opinions about the suspension 

    

CRIME/DRUGS,  

including drugs, DUI, identify theft, consumer fraud, gun control, sex crimes, murder, 

restraining orders, identity theft, crime prevention, white collar crime, health care crimes 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: two people from norfolk state university were 

stabbed over night. one of the students was 

killed. another was sent to the hospital. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Norfolk State University student was stabbed 

to death last night. Today, friends of the 

student, who performed with the University 

choir, talked to us about the crime and their 

friend who died. Police are asking for more 

help on the case, even though they have 

charged a man in the crime. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Norfolk State University student was stabbed 

to death last night. Today, students talked about 

how the crime has shaken their sense of 

security. University officials also talked about 

how they handle security to protect students. 

Police are asking for more help on the case, 

even though they have charged a man in the 

crime. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police say the admitted illegal immigrant who 

killed two girls in an auto accident was drunk at 

the time. He had been convicted of DUI once 

before, but was not deported. We explored why. 

The elements of our coverage included: --Why 

the suspect was not deported the first time. --

Preview of an evening vigil for the second 

victim. --Exclusive story with the suspect's 

former roommate, who says the man was 

frequently drunk while driving. --Sound with 

Rep. Thelma Drake and Beatriz Amberman of 

the Virginia Coalition of Latino Organizations 

about whether tougher immigration laws are 



needed. --Opinions from viewers about what 

happened. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fox News Channel's Bill O'Reilly blamed 

Virginia Beach's mayor for a fatal accident 

involving an illegal immigrant. He says the 

suspect should have been deported after 

previous convictions, but those all happened in 

Chesapeake, not the Beach. This afternoon, 

Beach city officials held a news conference 

responding to the accusations. We had 

O'Reilly's comments, the Beach city officials' 

comments, and we pointed out where the facts 

that O'Reilly backed his argument were wrong. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The debate of illegal immigration is becoming a 

big debate in Hampton Roads. Tonight, we 

looked at how many illegal immigrants are in 

the area and what they do. We visited a 

construction site where we found immigrants 

who admit to being here illegally. They told us 

why they came to America and the kinds of 

work they do. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-07-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "The Ghost of David 

Coffin" - In December 1996, Atlanta resident 

David Coffin, having spent the weekend with 

his girlfriend, Megan Lee, returned home to 

find his house ransacked and his Porsche stolen. 

Two days later the burned remnant of his body 

was found lying on its back in the charred 

remains of his home -- the intensity of the fire 

had left no immediate clues to the cause of his 

death. Meanwhile, on that same night, Megan 

Lee's estranged husband, Scott Davis, claimed 

he himself had been atacked by an assailant 

who warned him to stay away from Megan and 

who then tried to set Davis' house on fire. When 

interviewed by police, Davis said that he had 

not shot Coffin -- which immediately made him 

a suspect, as police did not know at that point 

just how Coffin had died. Davis was arrested 

for murder, but with no physical evidence 

linking him to the crime, all charges were 

eventually dropped. Nearly ten years later, after 

Davis tried to run for Governor of California, 

and because of the persistence of David Coffin's 

father, the Atlanta Police Cold Case Unit 

reviewed the case against him. He was arrested 

again and charged with murder. During the 

trial, jurors heard from Megan Lee about their 

failed marriage; his fixation with David Coffin; 

and his incriminating statements, both to Megan 

Lee and the police, about how David Coffin 

died. Despite the alibi provided by the 

testimony of his father, Dr. Dave Davis, a 

forensic psychiatrist, Scott Davis was convicted 

of murder and sentenced to life in prison. He 

maintains his innocence; his attorneys plan an 

appeal. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Allen Alter, 

Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Daria Hirsch) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A body is found in the Elizabeth River. Police 

don't know if foul play is involved. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "The Puppet Master" - 

A report on the marriage of Heather and Ron 

Samuels, who, even after divorcing, were 

involved in a bitter custody battle. In October 

1997, newlyweds Heather and John Grossman 

were shot at while driving. John survived the 

shooting but a bullet severed Heather's spinal 

cord, leaving her a quadriplegic. Heather was 

immediately certain that ex-husband Ron was 

involved in the crime, as he had once threatened 

to make her pay for leaving him. Investigators 

were able to track down three men who they 

believed were involved in the assault: Hugh 

Estess, the car owner; Eddie Stafford, the 

driver, and Roger Runyon, the shooter. Also 

implicated was Geoff Pollock, who was present 

at meetings when the crime was discussed. Ron 

Samuels was named as the man behind the 

crime - the puppet master. In exchange for 

complete immunity, police got the co-

conspirators to acknowledge Samuels' lead role 

in the crime. Before Samuels could be arrested, 

he fled to Mexico. He ran afoul of the law there 

when police found six kilos of cocaine in his 

car. He was imprisoned and, five years later, 

still proclaiming his innocence, he was 

extradited to the U.S. to stand trial for the 

attempted murders. He was found guilty of all 

charges and sentenced to life in prison for the 

attempted murders, plus an additional 120 years 

for the other charges. The court ordered 

Samuels to pay Heather restitution, but he 

claims that he's broke. Investigators are tracking 

any remaining assets. He is planning to appeal 



his conviction. (C: Troy Roberts - P: Peter 

Henderson) 

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Innocent" - on April 11, all charges against the 

three white former Duke University lacrosse 

players accused of raping an African American 

stripper at an off-campus team party (as 

detailed in "The Duke Rape Case - OAD: 

10/15/06; and "The Duke Case" - OAD: 

01/14/07) were dropped. The three - Reade 

Seligmann, Collin Finnerty, and Dave Evans - 

are interviewed about their feelings of being 

exonerated. Also includes an interview with 

North Carolina Attorney General Roy Cooper. 

(C: Lesley Stahl - P: Michael Radutzky, Tanya 

Simon, Shachar Bar-On) "Imus" - a rebroadcast 

of an abbreviated version of an interview with 

radio personality Don Imus on the occasion of 

his being fired by CBS Radio and MSNBC 

television because of his disparaging comments 

about the Rutgers University women's 

basketball team. (C: Mike Wallace - P: Tom 

Anderson) (Abbreviated version of "Imus" - 

OAD: 03-31-96) "Maximum Security 

Education" - a report on a Bard College 

program which offers true liberal arts degrees to 

some prison inmates in the Eastern Correctional 

Facility, a maximum security prison in New 

York State. (C: Bob Simon - P: Catherine 

Olian) Andy Rooney topic: "Andy's Trip To 

The Auto Show" - Andy visits the New York 

International Auto Show  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    



DATE AIRED:  04-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today we covered a police officer involved 

shooting at a gas station in norfolk. the officer 

was dressed in street clothes, walked in and saw 

a man trying to rob the store section of the gas 

station. the officer said something to the suspect 

and the suspect started shooting, the officer 

returned fire and shot the suspect. the officer 

didn't get hit, but the suspect was shot. he later 

died from his wounds at a hospital. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A gunman goes on a shooting rampage at 

Virginia Tech. Local parents try to reach their 

students. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Our entire newscast was devoted to the 

shootings at Virginia Tech. Our coverage 

included the latest details on the investigation 

from the evening, interviews with survivors, 

and a prayer vigil held in Newport News. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: This story dealt with the shooting at the campus 

of Virgina Tech. It gave a timeline of when the 

shootings happened and gave the latest up to 

date information on the people dead or injured. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: After the deadly Virginia Tech campus 

massacre, local college campuses increase 

security and students are on guard. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS: "Virginia Tech: Anatomy of a 

Rampage" - Katie Couric anchors a report 

about yesterday's school shootings at Virginia 

Tech, where 32 people were killed by a lone 

gunman, who then killed himself, making this 

the deadliest mass shooting in U.S. history. 

Featured are: (1) a report about the shooter, Cho 

Seung-Hui by Correspondent Bob Orr; (2) a 

report on how Cho obtained his weapons by 

Erin Moriarty; (3) a timeline of April 16 by 

Peter Van Zant; (4) an interview by Katie 

Couric with President George W. Bush and his 

wife, Laura Bush, who attended today's 

convocation; (5) a report on the injured, the 

heroes and the victims by Cynthia Bowers; (6) 

remarkable stories of courage by Harry Smith; 

(7) a report by Katie Couric on how an entire 

community reacts when confronted by tragedy; 

(8) a report by Harold Dow on how a professor 

feared for his students after they were trapped 

in their lab; (9) a report by Maureen Maheron 



the increase in school shootings in the U.S. and 

looking for the warning signs; and (10) a 

remembrance in words and pictures of the 32 

who were killed. (Correspondents: Katie Couric 

(anchor, from Virginia Tech); Bob Orr; Erin 

Moriarty; Harry Smith; Harold Dow; Maureen 

Maher. Producers: Martin Zied, Gail Abbott 

Zimmerman, Mead Stone) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We had a live report from Blacksburg 

concerning the recent news happening 

regarding the Virginia Tech campus shooting. 

We had sound from several students talking 

about how they felt and were affected by the 

shootings. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Continuing coverage of the Virginia Tech 

shootings Monday. Our elements tonight 

included: --New details on the video, pictures, 

and letters sent by the gunman to NBC the day 

of the shootings. --Two church services for the 

victims. A victim's mother spoke at the service 

in Hampton. --Memorials and vigils throughout 

the campus. --Details on memorials and 

observances planned for later in the week. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  04-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Continuing coverage of the Virginia Tech 

shootings. Our elements tonight included: --

Coverage of a vigil at Virginia Weslyan 

College --An examination of how the state can 

or cannot force those with mental illness to 

receive treatment to prevent tragedies like 

Monday's --What can women who are stalked 

by men like the killer, Cho Sengh-Hui, and 

what has to happen for police to take action. --

A photo montage of all 32 victims. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Nightmare In Napa" 

- an updated report on the October 2004 

murders of former beauty queen Leslie Mazzara 

and her roommate, Adriane Insogna, in the 

upstairs bedrooms of their Napa, California 

home. A third roommate, Lauren Mianza, 

sleeping downstairs, was not harmed and was 

the only witness. After almost a year's 

investigation, one clue -- the discarded butts of 

Camel Turkish Gold cigarettes found at the 

scene -- led to Eric Copple, the husband of 

Insogna's best friend, Lily Prudhomme. Copple 

made admissions to the police that linked him 

to the crime. He was expected to stand trial in 

2006 and could face the death penalty. Update: 

Copple and the District Attorney reached a deal 

and he pleaded guilty to two counts of first-

degree murder, which spared him the death 

penalty. In January 2007, he was sentenced to 

life in prison without the possibility of parole. 

He forfeited all rights of appeal or clemency. 

(C: Bill Lagattuta - P: Paul LaRosa) (Update of 

"Nightmare In Napa" OAD: 11/19/05) 



    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) The shootings (April 16) at Virginia Tech 

University. Topics include: (a) the situation 

today on the University / continuation of a 

police presence on campus / the need for an 

independent commission to examine all aspects 

of the event and situation / the question of 

people legally carrying concealed weapons as a 

safeguard against killers; (b) the advantage of a 

stress assessment team for early intervention in 

a potentially violent situation; NBC's airing of 

the pictures sent to them by the gunman; (c) the 

effectiveness of the Brady law / federal vs. state 

guidelines for reporting mentally ill individuals; 

(d) possible Judiciary Committee hearing on 

guns after Virginia issues its report / enforcing 

current gun laws 2) Attorney General Gonzales: 

calls for his resignation Guests: Larry Hincker, 

Associate Vice President, University Relations, 

Virginia Tech (1a); Gregg McCrary, former 

FBI profiler (1b); Sarah Brady and Jim Brady, 

gun control advocates (1c); Senator Patrick 

Leahy (D-VT), Chairman, Judiciary Committee 

(1d, 2)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Vandals are spray painting homes, business, 

and school buses in Suffolk. Police needed help 

to try and track down the culprits. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach police busted a man they say 

was running an operation to make fake IDs for 

high school students so they can get into bars. 

We looked at the case, and how the laws are 

written in a way that restaurants are the primary 

enforcer, and the main way police learn about 

such operations. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Suffolk police are investigating a series of 

vandalisms in the area. We showed some of the 

damage, and told viewers about the crime 

pattern police were trying to follow to catch the 

criminals before they strike again. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Law enforcement officials throughout Virginia 

are in Suffolk this week. They're learning how 

to investigate crimes in outdoor settings, and 

how to tell things that are created by criminals, 

and what natural features can be ignored. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    



DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A group of pastors in Elizabeth City, NC started 

a prayer program, asking God to help reduce 

crime in their city. So far, they believe the 

prayer is working. We returned to Elizabeth 

City to see how the month-long program was 

going, and see what evidence the pastors had of 

the success. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today we worked with Newport News police to 

help generate tips on fugitives in their city. We 

showed a series of fugitives, and gave viewers a 

number to call. By 6:00, police had already 

arrested one person on the list. We talked to 

police about the tips they were getting. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Murder In The Fast 

Lane" - an updated report on the March 1988 

murder of legendary racecar driver Mickey 

Thompson and his wife Trudy. Colleen 

Campbell, Thompson's sister and former mayor 

of San Juan Capistrano, CA, is convinced that 

Michael Goodwin, her brother's former partner, 

was the killer. Goodwin, earlier accused by 

Mickey Thompson of stealing hundreds of 

thousands from their business, denied that he 

hired two hitmen to commit the murders. He 

claimed that Campbell used her political 

influence to make him the prime suspect in the 



criminal investgation. He was arrested in 

December 2001 and was to stand trial in the 

summer of 2002. Update: After two and a half 

years, the case against Goodwin was dismissed 

by Orange County, but he was rearrested by 

authorities from Los Angeles County, who held 

him for another two and a half years. After five 

years of being held without bail, Goodwin wne 

on trial in Pasadena, CA - eighteen years after 

the murders. He was found guilty of first degree 

murder and sentenced to two consecutive life 

terms, with no chance for parole. He plans to 

appeal based on his inability to present other 

possible suspects. (C: Bill Lagatutta - P: James 

Stolz) (Update of "Murder In The Fast Lane" 

OAD: 05/20/02) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sailor found murdered in Thimble Shoals in 

Newport News. Had gone to the ATM to get 

cash the night before. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach made a change in the illegal 

immigrant policy. This came after the 

controversy surrounding the deaths of two 

Beach teens. Investigators say an illegal 

immigrant was driving drunk and hit and killed 

the teens. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two new Virginia Beach police officers 

stumbled into a large drug bust during a traffic 

stop. The guy they pulled over had a kilo of 

cocaine in a backpack, worth $100,000. The 

officers told us about the bust, and when they 

really became nervous about their safety 

because a gun fell from the man's pants as he 

ran away. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We interviewed the partner of officer Seneca 

Darden, who was accidentally shot by police 

about a year ago. The partner was fired after the 

incident. He talked about the night his partner 

killed, and why he feels he was wrongfully 

fired. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Breaking news: fatal fire in Virginia Beach 

declared a homicide. Team coverage live 

reports.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    



DATE AIRED:  05-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Virginia Beach woman faces seven felony 

child neglect charges. She is accused of running 

an illegal daycare in her home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Virginia Beach woman is accused of running 

an illegal daycare in a soundproof room in her 

home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: a chesapeake woman was found murdered in 

her apartment. the woman was discovered by 

one of her neighbors and her son.  

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Power, Passion and 

Poison" - a report on the death of 50-year-old 

Kathy Augustine, a career politician from 

Nevada. Questions arose about the cause of her 

death after police received a tip from her 

husband's co-worker that she may have been 

poisoned, and toxicology reports further 

confirmed the presence of the powerful 



paralytic drug Succinylcholine. That discovery 

led to further questions about the death three 

years earlier of her estranged husband, Charles 

Augustine; her subsequent and immediate 

marriage to Chaz Higgs, a nurse who had cared 

for him, and if politics played any part in her 

death. Upon further investigation, Chaz Higgs 

was arrested and charged with the murder of 

Kathy Augustine. He is currently free on bail 

and his trial is scheduled to begin next month. 

Nevada authorities are no longer investigating 

alleged threats against Augustine by political 

enemies. Includes interviews with Augustine's 

parents, Phil & Kay Alfano; Reno Police 

Detective, Dave Jenkins; Charles Augustine's 

sons from a previous marriage, Larry and Greg. 

(C: Troy Roberts - P: Lisa Freed, Doug 

Longhini, Steven Reiner)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Portsmouth sherriff says will cost citizens 

millions of dollars. It also means firing more 

than 100 deputies. But, the mayor argues it will 

help the city. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: AUTHORITIES LOCKDOWN A NORFOLK 

MEDICAL BUILDING AFTER THIS 

INMATE ALLEGEDLY OVERPOWERED A 

DEPUTY AND STOLE HIS GUN!  

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: An employee of the Mariners Museum is 

accused of stealing historical items from the 

museum and selling them on eBay. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY - "Death of a Dream" - 

a follow-up to "The Last Dance", OAD: 

05/06/06. In 2002, Catherine Woods, an 

aspiring dancer, left Ohio at age 17 and went to 

New York in search of fame and fortune, but 

ended up becoming a stripper to pay the rent. 

While in New York, she became involved with 

fitness instructor Paul Cortez, who, at first, was 

unaware of her exotic dancing career, while 

continuing to live with her ex-boyfriend David 

Haughn. On Sunday of the 2005 Thanksgiving 

weekend, Catherine was savagely murdered. 

The two men became suspects in her murder 

and it was then that her exotic dancing career 

came to light to the police and to her family. 

Police concluded that Paul Cortez, due to his 

jealous nature, was the prime suspect. He was 

arrested and ultimately convicted of Catherine's 

murder. He was sentenced to 25 years to life. 

Attorney Nathan Dershowitz is planning an 

appeal, claiming hair and other forensic 

evidence was never thoroughly tested. Included 

are interviews with David Haughn; Paul Cortez 

and his mother, Yvette Cortez; and Catherine's 

parents, Jon and Donna Woods. (C: Erin 

Moriarty - P: Patti Aronofsky) 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Vandals struck again in Suffolk. This time 

spraypainting a Goodwill trailer with gang 

symbols. A gang expert talked with us to 

explain what's really going on in the streets and 

if residents should be worried. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: School in Chesapeake on lockdown because of 

a shooting at the apartment complex nearby and 

police chase. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Elizabeth City, NC police are arming 

themselves with bigger guns. They told us 

tonight why even though they have a small 

town reputation, criminals are becoming better 

equiped, and why officers need to armed to 

respond to the changing conditions on their 

streets. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach school bus driver arrested for 

failing to break up a fight between kids on her 

bus. Live reports. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interview with father of one of the men charged 

with the gay porn murder in Virginia Beach. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY - "Beyond the 

Boardwalk" - a report on the deaths of four 

women: Tracy Ann Roberts, Kim Raffo, 

Barbara Briedor, and Molly Jean Dilts, all 

suspected prostitutes and/or drug addicts. They 

were all found on November 20, 2006, in a 

ditch, facing east, without their shoes on near 

the Golden Key Motel on the outskirts of 

Atlantic City, NJ. Police suspect a serial killer 

but clues in the case have led to little 

information.. As of now, no one has been 

arrested or charged in the homicides. A person 

of interest, Terry Oleson, a handyman who 

lived at the motel and worked odd jobs to pay 

the rent, has been arrested for an unrelated 

offense - videotaping a minor in the nude with a 

hidden camera. His house has been searched 

and he has now been asked to provide DNA 

samples. (C: Harold Dow - P: Miguel Sancho) 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach police are about to use bait cars 

to catch car thieves. They're cars equiped with 

gear to record thieves as they steal the car. We 

talked with Beach police about their car, and 

showed video from similar cars by other police 

departments to show viewers what police see, 

and how effective they are. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Michael Vick investigation continues in Surry 

County. Investigators and Vick say he was 

rarely, if ever at the property suspected of dog 

fighting. We interview neighbors who saw him 

there frequently for years. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Earlier tonight, we teamed up with Virginia 

Beach police to show viewers the names and 

pictures of fugitives in the city, encouraging 

people to phone in tips. Tonight, we followed 

police as they acted on those tips, arresting 

some of the people on the list. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive report in Suffolk, where a man came 

home from vacation to find someone had 

moved into his house and was using it to 

manufacture crack.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Trial begins in Virginia Beach for a man 

charged with murdering two women and 

dumping the bodies near Norfolk International 

Airport.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Woman in Hampton charged with selling her 

child for sex, in exchange for drugs. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two house fires in Portsmouth overnight, and 

fire investigators are investigating both as 

arson.  

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two house fires in Portsmouth, being 

investigated as possible arsons. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Chesapeake with breaking 

news. Not just one, but two elderly women 

were attacked and raped in their homes. Police 

are going door to door with volunteers warning 

women to lock their doors and windows. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package on the nurse murdered in her condo in 

Virginia Beach. Police identify her. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Chesapeake where two elderly 

women have been raped in their homes. Police 

are warning everyone to keep their doors and 



windows locked.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two reports on local crimes: Virginia Beach 

woman found murdered in her condo. And an 

elderly woman raped in her home in 

Chesapeake.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports all morning from Virginia Beach, 

where police found a woman murdered inside 

her home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Shooting at a nursing home in Virginia Beach. 

Updates throughout the morning. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man accused of killing two Virginia Beach 

teenagers when he hit their car is in court. First 

testimony from witnesses. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "A Shot In The Dark" 

(9:00-10:00pm) - Dr. Richard Illes, a successful 

heart surgeon, and his wife, Miriam, a 

homemaker and mother to their young son, 

were a prominent couple in their small 

community of Williamsport, PA. Then, on Jan. 

15, 1999, Miriam was fatally shot as she stood 

in front of her kitchen window. Because 

Miriam had filed for divorce from her husband, 

investigators theorized that Richard Illes was 

responsible. Eventually, the killer's gun and 

sneakers were found not far from where Dr. 

Illes had been on the night of the murder. Illes 

had married his assistant and moved to 

Spokane, Washington, where he was finally 

apprehended and arrested. Upon searching Illes' 

home in Spokane, police found an manuscript 

in his computer entitled "Heart Shot: Murder Of 

The Doctor's Wife." A jury found Illes guilty of 

murder in the first degree. He maintains his 

innocence and is appealing his conviction. (C: 

Susan Spencer - Sr. P: Anthony Batson - P: 

Paul F. Ryan, Martin Zied, Lourdes Aguiar) No 

individual segment titles were used in this 

episode. (OAD: 01/08/05 with an update.) 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Secrets & Lies On 

Grapevine Lake" (10:00-11:00pm) - in April 

2002, the body of successful real estate agent, 

David Nixon of Grapevine, Texas, was 

discovered in a storm drain in a nearby town. 

He had been shot in the heart and his remains 

burned beyond recognition. At the time of the 

murder Nixon and his live-in girlfriend Tracy 

Frame were in the process of splitting up and 

were fighting over the house where they both 

lived. Police investigating the crime focused on 

Frame who denied any wrongdoing. Three 

years after Nixon's death, Tracy Frame was 

tried, found guilty of murder and sentenced to 

40 years in prison. She will be eligible for 

parole in 20 years. She is appealing the verdict. 

Includes interviews with: Tracy Frame; Donna 

Lella, David Nixon's first wife; Nicholas, their 

son; Jerry Vowell, a used car dealer, who was 

scheduled to meet David Nixon the night he 

disappeared; Detective Larry Hallmark; Donald 

Feare, Tracy's defense attorney; and the 

prosecutor, Assistant D.A. Sean Colston. (C: 

Troy Roberts - Sr. P: Anthony Batson - P: Peter 

Henderson) (OAD: 10/22/05) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Update on Michael Vick investigation. ESPN 

reporting informants coming forward with 

information on Vick's involvement with dog 

fighting at his home in Surry County. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Surry County, where the 

Commonwealth's Attorney has just suppressed 

a search warrant for Michael Vick's property. 

We confront him about why he stopped the 

search. Warrant was for dog fighting evidence.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Suffolk make an arrest in a rash of 

breakins at small community churches. They 

display the evidence: an entire room full of 

electronic equipment, safes, and more. Give 

advice to churches and small businesses on how 

to avoid getting ripped off the same way. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Surry County where a search 

warrant was sworn out for Michael Vick's 

property, looking for evidence of dog fighting. 

Commonwealth's attorney suppressed the 

warrant.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from capital murder trial in Virginia 

Beach: Carl Walton accused of killing two 

women. First capital murder trial in years in 



Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports throughout the morning on 

shooting overnight in Suffolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Mount Trashmore in Virginia 

Beach, where robbers shot a man last night. 

People talk about their safety concerns at the 

popular public park. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Suffolk arrest two people who've been 

going door to door, scamming the elderly. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports on trial getting underway for Carl 



Walton, accused of killing two women in 

Virginia Beach. This is the first capital murder 

trial in Hampton Roads for several years. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Community reaction to a violent robbery at a 

Burger King in Virginia Beach. It's next to the 

Lynnhaven Mall. Police and neighbors talk 

about this kind of crime happening in that 

neighborhood.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach on violent 

robbery at a Burger King. Reaction focuses on 

the location, which is right next to the popular 

Lynnhaven Mall. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports on violent robbery at a Burger 

King in Virginia Beach last night. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Jack Kevorkian" - an interview with Dr. Jack 

Kevorkian, his first upon being released from 

prison on June 1, 2007. Incorporates portions of 

"Death By Doctor" (OAD: 11/22/98). Topics 

include: his conditions of parole; Tom Youk 

and the case that sent him to prison; the current 

state of the campaign to legalize assisted 

suicide in the United States. (C: Mike Wallace - 

P: Robert G. Anderson) "Vanessa Redgrave" - 

A profile of Vanessa Redgrave. Includes 

portions of "Vanessa" (OAD: 04/01/79). Up for 

a Tony Award for her solo role in a play based 

on the Joan Didion best-selling book "The Year 

of Magical Thinking," Ms. Redgrave discusses 

her political activism; the ramifications it has 

had on her career; and the personal changes in 

her life since her last 60 MINUTES interview. 

(C: Mike Wallace - P: Warren Lustig, Diane 

Beasley, Jeanne Langley) "President 

Ahmadinejad" - a re-edited version of 

"President Ahmadinejad" (OAD: 08/13/06), an 

exclusive and rare interview with the president 

of Iran. (C: Mike Wallace - P: Robert G. 

Anderson, Warren Lustig) Andy Rooney topic: 

"Rooney: Why I Like Mike" - Andy Rooney 

pays tribute to Mike Wallace. (OAD: 05/09/93 

as "Mike Wallace's Birthday", with a new 

introduction)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Virginia Beach judge declares a mistrial in 

the capital murder trial of Carl Walton. He 

declared the mistrial because a juror shook 

hands with a member of a victim's family. The 

judge ruled Walton could not be guaranteed a 



fair trial. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live breaking news in Hampton where a man is 

holding off police at a fast food restaurant. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Love And Lies" - a 

report on the investigation into the apparent 

December 2004 suicide of Jennifer Corbin, a 

wife and mother living in Buford, Georgia with 

her husband Bart and their two children. A 

subsequent phone tip suggesting that police re-

investigate the apparent suicide in 1990 of 

another Georgia woman, Dolly Hearn, led to 

the discovery that Bart Corbin had been Hearn's 

boyfriend and that she had broken up with him 

just before her death. Jennifer Corbin, involved 

in an online romance, had told her family that 

she was planning to leave Bart. Bart was 

arrested for the murder of both women. When 

Richard Wilson, a friend of Bart's, admitted to 

police that he had given Bart the gun which was 

found beside Jennifer's body, Bart admitted that 

he had killed both Dolly and Jennifer. He was 

given two life sentences, to be served 

concurrently, and could be eligible for parole as 

early as 2020. (C: Pater Van Sant - P: Loen 

Kelley - Jenna Jackson) (OAD: 02/03/07) 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New development in Michael Vick 

investigation. A man believed to be his attorney 

goes into the house in Surry County. Isn't the 

property supposed to be sealed? Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man in Virginia Beach is hit by a stray bullet 

from a shootout in the parking lot near his 

home. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Federal investigators appear to be taking over 

the dog fighting investigation at Michael Vick's 

house. We were live at the house, were 

investigators investigators executed a search 

warrant local officials had delayed executing.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Surry County where federal 

investigators are searching Michael Vick's 



property, looking for evidence of dog fighting. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on gay porn murder arrest and trial 

in Virginia Beach. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on police chase and crash of two 

vehicles in Virginia Beach, both driven by 

juveniles. One of them seriously hurt.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man in Newport News being monitored with an 

electronic ankle bracelet escaped, then beat up 

his girlfriend. Police investigate. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Surry County where 



investigators are swarming all over Michael 

Vick's property, investigating dog fighting. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Newport News police officer charged with 

molesting a child. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Investigators in Surry County are searching the 

home owned by Michael Vick, investigating 

dog fighting. We're live. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Dark Voyage" - a 

report on events surrounding the mysterious 

death of aspiring actress Ashley Barnett on the 

cruise ship "Paradise" in October 2005. Two 

autopsies concluded that "the toxic effects of 

methadone" had killed Ashley, who was not a 

drug user. Includes interviews with her 

boyfriend, Geoff Ginsburg, who was trying to 

break his vicodin habit with some methadone 

he had smuggled onto the ship in an over-the-

counter cold medicine bottle; her mother, Jamie 

Barnett; Allie Tweast, a friend of Ashley; John 



Debney, film composer and friend of Ashley; 

Dr. David Posey, who performed an autopsy on 

Ashley. Also includes comments by Maureen 

Smith, whose son George Smith disappeared 

from a cruise ship in the Mediterranean in July 

2005. (C: Bill Lagattuta - Sr. P: Nancy Kramer 

- P: Mark B. Goldbaum, Abba Potkin Rabhan, 

Melissa Sanford) (OAD: 09/23/06 with an 

update.) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Suffolk say people are stealing state 

inspeaction stickers from cars at a rate of one a 

week. They're targetting commercial trucks and 

cars parked in lots where they stay overnight. 

Police say the crooks steal the stickers to use in 

their own cars so they don't have to have their 

failing cars fixed. We told viewers what they 

need to do to get a sticker replaced if it's stolen. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of a home invasion robbery, 

then shootout with police in Chesapeake. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Caught in the 

Crossfire" - Charla and Darren Mack of Reno, 

Nevada, were a married, childless couple who 

were swingers - they liked to attend group sex 

parties. But after their daughter Ericka was 

born, Charla was no longer interested in 

swinging. The marriage began to crumble. 

Charla filed for divorce; they fought over their 

daughter and over money. Family court Judge 

Chuck Weller, perceived by many to be biased 

towards women in family disputes, ordered 

Darren to pay Charla a lump sum of $480,000 

and, over the next five years, $10,000 a month 

in spousal support. On June 12, 2006, a bullet 

was fired through the window of Judge Weller's 

chambers, spraying him with shrapnel. Shortly 

afterwards, police found Charla's dead body at 

Darren's condo. Darren had fled to Mexico. On 

June 22, he turned himself in to the police and 

was brought back to the United States. He was 

charged with the murder of his wife and the 

attempted murder of Judge Weller. The trial 

will not begin until later this year. Charla's 

mother and Darren's mother are battling over 

custody of Erika, who is currently living with 

Charla's mother. Prosecutors will not seek the 

death penalty for Darren Mack. Includes 

interviews with writer Amanda Robb; Michael 

Small and Dan Osborne, friends of Darren; 

Detective Ron Chalmers; Ann Mudd and 

Christine Libert, friends of Charla. (C: Troy 

Roberts - P: Mary Noonan Robichaux, Mark 

Goldbaum, Lourdes Aguiar, Mead Stone) 

(OAD: 02/24/07 with an update.) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two people shot and killed in Norfolk, in the 

Gowrie Park neighborhood, which normally has 

no crime. Live report. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Norfolk where a man was shot 

and killed, a woman shot in a quiet 

neighborhood. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Search for the people who shot a man to death 

in Norfolk, and wounded the woman with him. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on home robbery, police chase and 

shooting in Suffolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Crackdown on drugs in the Portsmouth jail. 

Most of the drugs were found on the deputies 

themselves. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports throughout the morning on the 

double murder in the Gowrie Park 

neighborhood. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police bust a moonshine operation in Suffolk. 

Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Teenager in Newport News shot and killed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Murder on Lockhart 

Road" - a report on the ongoing investigation 

involving David Camm, a former Indiana state 

trooper, who was found guilty in 2002 of the 

September 2000 triple homicide of his wife and 



children. (Includes portions of "The Alibi", 

OAD: 10-11-02) Camm's conviction was 

reversed in 2004. In the meanwhile, after 

previously unresearched DNA evidence and a 

palm print found at the crime scene were run 

through a databank of convicted felons, a new 

suspect was found: Charles Darnell Boney. 

Boney had been released from prison just 

months before the murders. In 2005, Boney was 

arrested, resulting in charges against Camm 

being dismissed. But Camm was arrested 

minutes later for the murders, due to the belief 

by the prosecution that he and Boney acted 

together. They were tried separately and in 

January 2006, Boney was convicted for the 

homicides and sentenced to 225 years in prison. 

In March 2006, Camm was found guilty of 

murdering his wife and children and was 

sentenced to life in prison without parole. 

Boney and Camm are serving their sentences in 

separate prisons, two hundred miles part. (C: 

Richard Schlesinger - P: Marcelena Spencer, 

Shoshanah Wolfson) (OAD: 12/09/06) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Isle of Wight on the search for 

the man who raped an 11 year old girl. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Child raped in Isle of Wight County. Report on 

the crime and the search for the rapist. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two Norfolk police officers charged with DUI, 

including crashing at high speed through the 

toll gate on the CBBT. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fatal crash in Virginia Beach this weekend was 

caused, say police, by a woman on her second 

DUI.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports from Sentara Norfolk General 

Hospital on two shootings overnight in Norfolk, 

one victim is a juvenile. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Virginia Beach searching for several 

men who shot two people at the Ocean front.  

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report from Virginia Beach where police are 

searching for at least 3 men involved in 

shooting two people at the Oceanfront.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where two 

people were shot at the Oceanfront overnight. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "The Ghost of David 

Coffin" - In December 1996, Atlanta resident 

David Coffin, having spent the weekend with 

his girlfriend, Megan Lee, returned home to 

find his house ransacked and his Porsche stolen. 

Two days later the burned remnant of his body 

was found lying on its back in the charred 

remains of his home -- the intensity of the fire 

had left no immediate clues to the cause of his 

death. Meanwhile, on that same night, Megan 

Lee's estranged husband, Scott Davis, claimed 

he himself had been attacked by an assailant 

who warned him to stay away from Megan and 

who then tried to set Davis' house on fire. When 

interviewed by police, Davis said that he had 

not shot Coffin -- which immediately made him 



a suspect, as police did not know at that point 

just how Coffin had died. Davis was arrested 

for murder, but with no physical evidence 

linking him to the crime, all charges were 

eventually dropped. Nearly ten years later, after 

Davis tried to run for Governor of California, 

and because of the persistence of David Coffin's 

father, the Atlanta Police Cold Case Unit 

reviewed the case against him. He was arrested 

again and charged with murder. During the 

trial, jurors heard from Megan Lee about their 

failed marriage; his fixation with David Coffin; 

and his incriminating statements, both to Megan 

Lee and the police, about how David Coffin 

died. Despite the alibi provided by the 

testimony of his father, Dr. Dave Davis, a 

forensic psychiatrist, Scott Davis was convicted 

of murder and sentenced to life in prison. He 

maintains his innocence; his attorneys plan an 

appeal. (C: Maureen Maher - P: Allen Alter, 

Gail Abbott Zimmerman, Daria Hirsch) (OAD: 

04/07/07) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chesapeake police finally make an arrest in the 

rapes of three elderly women. Suspect charged 

with one of the rapes; now investigators are 

working to see if he committed the other two. 

Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Chesapeake where police have 



made an arrest in the rape of an elderly woman 

-- it's possible he's connected to the rapes of 

two other elderly women in the same 

neighborhood. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two live reports: Standoff and armed robbery 

in Portsmouth -- breaking news. Plus arrest of 

the Bingo killer in North Carolina. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two people shot and killed outside their hotel 

room in Hampton. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: In Newport News, somebody's running around 

stealing lawnmowers from people's yards. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-23-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Secrets In The Sand" 

- On August 17, 2002, 27-year-old April 

Barber, while walking along a Florida beach in 

the company of her husband Justin, was fatally 

shot. Justin himself sustained four bullet 

wounds in the incident, which he described as 

an attack by an unknown assailant. In July 

2004, after an extended investigation, Justin 

Barber was arrested for the murder of his wife. 

At his trial in June 2006, he was found guilty of 

first degree premeditated murder, and sentenced 

to life in prison, without parole. His family 

hired a private investigator to re-examine the 

murder of April Barber. Includes interviews 

with: Justin Barber; Detective Howard Cole, St. 

John's County Sheriff's Office, Florida; Patty 

Parrish, aunt of April Barber, and a judge in 

Oklahoma; Amber Mitchell, April's best friend; 

Linda Barber, mother of Justin; Matt Foxman, 

Florida State prosecutor; Bob Willis, Justin 

Barber's attorney. (C: Harold Dow - P: Sara 

Rodriguez, Tamara Weitzman) (OAD: 01/30/07 

with an update.) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man in Newport News stabbed to death by his 

roommate in their motel room. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two people shot in Newport News. Live report. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Virginia Beach where a 6 year 

old child was raped, a 4 year old assaulted. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Breaking news in Virginia Beach -- 6 year old 

child was raped, 4 year old also attacked in 

their home, left alone by the babysitters. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: People in Virginia Beach are furious that no 

one told them a child had been raped in their 

neighborhood. Suspect is in jail. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hearing for Alfredo Ramos, charged with 

killing two teenagers in Virginia Beach when 

he rear-ended their car. We hear his side for the 



first time, and hear from witnesses who saw the 

crash. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach for Alfredo 

Ramos hearing -- man accused of killing two 

teenagers in Virginia Beach when he hit their 

car.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several live reports from Portsmouth where a 

man barricaded himself overnight in his home -

- SWAT team action. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Memory of Murder" 

- In November 2004, Bethlehem, New York 

couple Peter and Joan Porco were brutally 

attacked in their bed with an ax. Peter died at 

the scene. Joan survived and, although initially 

unable to speak because of her wounds, she 

nodded "yes" when a detective on the scene 

asked her if her son Christopher was their 

attacker. Afterwards, when she had recovered 

from the attack, Joan said she doesn't recall that 



nod and that Christopher is innocent. 48 

HOURS follows the police investigation into 

the case, leading to Christopher Porco's trial 

and conviction. Includes interviews with: Mike 

McDermott, chief prosecutor, Albany County; 

Chris Bowdish, detective; Christopher Porco; 

David Rossi, prosecutor; Laurie Shanks, 

lawyer; Terry Kindlon, lawyer; Dr. Mary 

Dombovy, neurologist. (C: Peter Van Sant - P: 

Patti Aronofsky, Katherine Davis) (OAD: 

11/04/06 with an update.) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Newport News where police 

just busted a business for prostition at Oyster 

Point. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Update on young man shot and almost killed at 

the Granby Theater. The theater is on the verge 

of being allowed to reopen, but the guy who got 

in a fight and was shot is not recovering. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man in Chesapeake makes a surprise plea of 



guilty in the shooting deaths of his 

grandparents. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chesapeake man pleads guilty to the murders of 

his grandparents. It was supposed to be just a 

routine hearing. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local mother charged with child abuse for 

forcing her 6 year old boy to drink water laced 

with cocaine. Another local mother charged 

with felony neglect after her baby drowned in 

the bathtub. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Breaking news in Chesapeake, where a man 

just pleaded guilty to murdering his own 

grandparents.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Multiple live reports on a police chase that 

started in Suffolk and ended with a crash in 

Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 48 Hours Mystery 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 48 HOURS MYSTERY: "Exposed" - a report 

about serial killer Bill Bradford, who posed as 

an amateur photographer and told women he'd 

make them famous. Convicted of two murders, 

Bradford has been on death row since 1988. 

The Los Angeles Police Department obtained 

Bradford's photo collection this year, and has 

now issued two posters which include all of his 

female subjects. They are trying to find out if 

these women are alive, or if any of them might 

have been an additional victim of Bradford. 

Also included in the report are interviews with 

CSI: MIAMI actress Eva LaRue and her sister 

Nika, who were photographed by Bradford in 

the 1980's. John Haynes, a writer for CSI: 

MIAMI who used this real life situation for an 

upcoming episode of the series, is also 

interviewed. Among the others interviewed are: 

Pam Bozanich, former district attorney; Captain 

Ray Peavy, L.A. County Sheriff's Homicide 

Cold Case Unit; Cindy Sue Horton, an ex-wife 

of Bradford's; Lisa Mora, daughter of a 

probable victim of Bradford; Jodeen Larsen, 

Bradford's daughter; Darlene Ricker, Bradford's 

lawyer (C: Bill Lagattuta - P: Paul LaRosa, 

Gayane Keshishyan) (OAD: 11/11/06 with an 

update.)  

    

CONSUMER ADVOCACY,  

including fraud, finance, fuel economy, safety, recalls, teen drinking, teen driving, credit 

card minimums 



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Pet food recall expands to certain brands of dog 

biscuits. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Final reason for the peanut butter recall 

revealed: roof leak at the ConAgra plant. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Ford is recalling thousands of Escape SUV's 

because the engines could catch on fire. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: gas prices reaching summer peak prices 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 



    

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today we aired a story about the dow jones 

closing at a record high. It ended above 13,000 

for the first time in history. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Wal-Mart reported some pretty serious losses 

across the board. Officials at the world's largest 

retailer blame bad weather for the drop. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The new forever stamp went on sale. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Dishwater recall. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New device lets people at a movie theater 

complain by remote about customers who are 

loud or disruptive. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a scam targeting military 

families. Warning by the Red Cross that people 

are calling, saying a family member has been 

hurt in Iraq, then demanding personal 

information before treatment can begin. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: military scam -- scamming military spoused 

into giving up personal information about 

deployed service members. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: rite aid buying eckerd stores -- all eckerds will 

change to become rite aids. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Major meat recall affecting several states. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Nightmare telemarketer threatens family on the 

phone. Review of telemarketing rules and the 

no-call list. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on new program by Kellogg's to quit 

marketing high sugar cereals during children's 

programming. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package on airlines bumping passengers during 

the busy summer travel season, and steps you 

can take to avoid being bumped. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Consumer agencies are taking a look at what 

can be done to make sure products imported 

from China are safer. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive Newsroom focuses on the new 

Apple iphone, and just how far people will go 

to get the latest gadget. Includes live interview 

with iphone expert on what people can expect. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Fish ban on fish imported from China because 

of toxins found. Package on what you should 

look for. 

    

HEALTH,  

including healthy lifestyle, well-being, cancer, childhood obesity, AIDS, prescriptions, 

health insurance/care 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A man went to a VA hospital to have a testicle 

removed and the doctors removed the wrong 



one. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Examination of head and neck cancer, caused 

by smoking and drinking, prevalent in lower 

income people. Package with local oncology 

experts. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: An outbreak of bedbugs is sweeping the 

country. Tonight there are reports in Hampton 

Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A new study says drinking lots of coffee and 

smoking cigarettes may actually prevent 

Parkinson's disease. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-11-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: At noon we ran a story about how people who 

diet are at risk for gaining the weight back. 

After the story we ran a full screen describing 

how people can cut back on caloried when they 

go to eat out. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: obsesity gene 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We talk to some of the first responders to the 

Virginia Tech Tragedy. A group of those EMTs 

were actually students working on their fellow 

students. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: pet food recall information (more brands) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-26-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: We investigated which school lunchrooms 

passed local health inspections and which 

didn't. We told viewers what invesptors looked 

for, and where they can see how their child's 

lunchroom, or even their favorite restaurant, 

measures up on the health inspections. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: migraines & brain damage link 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Skunks are becoming more common in Isle of 

Wight county. It's also causing a rise in the 

number of rabies cases in the area. We broke 

down how many rabies cases there are, and 

found out why the skunks are coming. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Many people are not getting good nights sleep 

because of their lifestyles and schedules. 

Tonight, we talked to sleep experts about the 

common mistakes people make that rob them of 

sleep, and tips to help people get more and 

better sleep. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A free Portsmouth health clinic is expanding it's 

hours. It's called a best kept secret for the 

community. It's been around for 10 years and is 

growing and expanding. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two teens are recovering in Virginia Beach 

after crashing their car. Police say they were 

huffing at the time, getting high from an aerosol 

can. We talked to doctors about the dangers of 

this common way for teens to get a cheap high. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A free health clinic in Portsmouth is expanding 

its hours, but few residents even know it exists. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: salmonella poisoning at williamsburg eatery. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Doctors at Sentara Virginia Beach General 

Hospital are trying to find the source of a 

norovirus-type illness that's making patients, 

doctors, and visitors sick. We showed how the 

hospital is preventing the contageous illness 

from spreading, including making sure that 

every visitor scrubs down with an anti-bacterial 

foam when they enter the hsopital. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Strange disease is striking a local hospital. It's 

made several patients and staff sick. Doctors 

don't know what it is. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: CBS News Special 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: CBS NEWS SPECIAL: "That's The Way It Is: 

Celebrating Cronkite at 90" - a tribute to former 

CBS News anchor Walter Cronkite, who turned 

90 last November 4. The broadcast presents a 

chronological review of his career, from his 

days as a reporter in World War II, on to his 

hiring by CBS in 1950, then to his almost 

twenty year (1962-1981) tenure as anchor of 

"The CBS Evening News", and then his 



continuing career after leaving that position. 

Includes video footage of his coverage of the 

national political conventions; the 

assassinations of John F. Kennedy, Martin 

Luther King and Robert F. Kennedy; the 

Vietnam war; Woodstock; the space program 

and the landing on the moon. Includes ongoing 

commentary by Cronkite himself and his 

daughter Kathy, as well as recollections and 

comments by CBS News colleagues Katie 

Couric, Dan Rather, Don Hewitt, Morley Safer, 

Mike Wallace, Andy Rooney; competitors 

Diane Sawyer, Brian Williams, Barbara 

Walters, Charles Gibson; actors George 

Clooney and Robin Williams; director Spike 

Lee; Grateful Dead drummer Mickey Hart; and 

former President Bill Clinton. (Executive 

Producer: Susan Zirinsky; Producer: Nancy 

Kramer; Director: Rob Klug; 

Producer/Editor:Terry Manning; Executive 

Editor: Al Briganti) 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Safety of the Avandia drug for type two 

diabetes now questioned by a new study. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: We have new information about the illness that 

sickened dozens of people at a Virginia Beach 

hospital. Administrators have reopened the 

ward at Sentara Virginia Beach General 

Hospital, where doctors treated patients with a 



norovirus-type illness. Only three norovirus 

cases are confirmed. Though doctors are 

performing additional tests to confirm more. 

Staff and visitors will continue to be asked to 

wipe their hands with a cleaning foam to 

prevent the illnesses from coming back.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on new treatments for what doctors call 

the most intense pain a human being can feel -- 

neuralgia of the face. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 5pm through 6:30 pm 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live cancer hotline in the studios, taking viewer 

calls to a panel of experts focusing on skin 

cancer.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New report pinpoints various foods that make 

you not want to smoke. Includes several fruits 

and vegetables, including broccoli, citrus. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Move It report from Trinity Church in 

Chesapeake, where the pastor is getting his 

congregation to exercise their bodies and souls 

together. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New study is giving doctors details on what 

treatments really work against cancer.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local Coworker gives another a kidney for 

transplant. Features both families in an 

exclusive report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hearings on the safety of Avandia, the popular 

diabetes drug. Includes local angle with top 

expert in Hampton Roads. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Feature on local cancer survivor who is now 

working to help other cancer survivors cope. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thousands of parents are suing the federal 

government. They blame an ingredient in the 

routine vaccines required by the government for 

causing autism. Even though a court will 

consider the case, we looked at the evidence, 

and why many doctors doubt the claim. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New report on racial disparity in the treatment 

of heart attack victims. Minorities are less 

likely to get top-quality care than whites. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on the new Alli 

diet pill hitting the market this week. We 

review the relatively awful side effects, package 



on the drug itself. Get comments from viewers 

on just how far they'll go to lose weight. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The first FDA-approved over-the-counter 

weight loss drug goes on sale this week. We 

looked at the significant side effects, why diet 

can make them better or worse, and how many 

people are willing to endure side effects like 

diarrhea. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Profile of a cancer survivor in Hampton. Part of 

our ongoing series on local cancer survivors. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local "Move It" report on how parents can get 

their kids outside and active, rather than stuck 

all the time on video games. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New report on cancer gene, how it can be 

detected and who should have the test. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New medical advice on how to keep your 

children from spreading illnesses they pick up 

at school. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Cancer survivor in Hampton Roads talks about 

how humor helped her beat the disease. One of 

our on-going series on local cancer survivors. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom topic: Video games, and 

a new study that suggests people addicted to 

them should be reclassified as mentally ill. 

Package on the problem plus viewer comments.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Packages on video games as a medical 

addiction.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on local cancer survivor, as part of our 

on-going series on local people and how they've 

battled cancer.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New public health campaign to get people to 

wash their hands. Also an update on a rabid 

racoon caught in Norfolk. 

    

ENVIRONMENT,  

including conservation, endagered species, landfills, shark attacks, hurricanes, clean 

beaches, erosion 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A rare Wright whale washed up on shore. It 

was already dead. Animal teams are 

investigating. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tonight warnings for Hampton Roads gardners. 

Temps are dropping low. So low, people who 

already planted all their spring flowers are in 

danger of them dying.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Today is Earth Day. How people are 

celebrating. Plus, how Earth Day began. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Severe storms hit Hampton Roads. They 

brought wind, rain, thunder, lightning and hail. 

A tornado may have touched down in 

Gloucester. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The coast guard got a new plane to help collect 

information about hurricanes. 



    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A storm system is bringing near tropical storm-

strength winds to Hampton Roads. There is 

beach erosion and flooding. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Community discussion about global warming, 

celebrities and the environment. Plus, we 

showed viewers where all the recycling goes in 

Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: For the first time in years, Hampton Roads 

passes air quality standards. State officials cite 

new equipment required for big industrial 

polluters. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a beach in Newport News closed 

because of fecal contamination in the water. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Breaking news of contaminated beach in 

Newport News, closed to swimming and 

fishing. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A new ethanol plant is under consideration that 

would affect people in Chesapeake and 

Portsmouth. For the first time ever, both city 

councils get together to meet and look at the 

plans for the plant. 

    

FOREIGN AFFAIRS,  

including death of the Pope, risks to American troops, war in Iraq, foreign politics 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-02-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: new information on possible negotiations for 

captured iran sailors. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: british sailors and marines returned from being 

caputred in iran. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: British sailors held captive by Iran released. 

Package on what it took to get them freed plus 

shots of the reunions. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A local Navy SEAL was killed overseas in Iraq. 

We asked people in Hampton Roads how they 

felt about the United States' continued presence 

in Iraq years after the War In Iraq started. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local sailors have just left Norfolk to head 

overseas to support troops and also conduct 

maritime security operations. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Former russian president boris yeltsin died. 

yeltsin helped bring democracy to a country 

torn apart by years of communism 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: President Bush continues to try to get his 

policies passed regarding the presence of u-s 

troops in iraq. various lawmakers in congress 

including senate majority leader harry reid are 

not in favor of the increased troop idea. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: at 5:30 we aired a package on what happened to 

pat tillman, the former nfl star who joined the 

army after 9/11. also in the story was 

information from jessica lynch. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "At The Center Of The Storm" - a two-part 

interview with ex-CIA Director George Tenet 



who discusses the security agency's activities 

before and after 9/11, the war on terror and the 

use of ‘ enhanced interrogation techniques' on 

suspected terrorists, and the role of the agency's 

intelligence reports in the decision to go to war 

with Iraq. (C: Scott Pelley - P: Graham 

Messick, Michael Radutzky, Michael Karzis). 

"Armed And Dangerous" - a report on the 

debate over allowing someone who has been 

deemed mentally ill to buy a gun, and the 

factors which have prevented the proper 

enforcement of the 1968 federal gun control 

law banning the sale of firearms to the mentally 

ill. Includes interviews with: Jim Kessler, co-

founder of Americans For Gun Safety; Rep. 

Carolyn McCarthy (D-NY); Larry Pratt, 

executive director, Gun Owners of America; 

Wayne LaPierre, chief executive, National Rifle 

Association. (C: Steve Kroft - P: Dana Miller 

Ervin, Ira Rosen, Andy Court, Trevor Nelson) 

Andy Rooney topic: "Andy: Thanks For 

Writing" - Andy reads some of the letters he's 

received  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: President Bush vetoed a bill that would allow 

U.S. troops to start coming home beginning this 

October. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach police make a illegal immigrant 

policy change. This comes after an illegal 



immigrant had several drinking priors. Now the 

illegal immigrant is accused of drunk driving. 

He hit and killed two Beach teens. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: a stampede happened at a soccer match in 

israel. about 50 people were injured. 4 of them 

were pretty serious. the crowd tried to storm the 

field to celebrate a win. instead the people were 

crushed on a fence that separated the field from 

the fans. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The new man in charge of the Navy's global 

headquarters made a visit to Norfolk. He said 

he will focus on people, not ships and planes. 

Admiral Gary Roughead took the helm of Fleet 

Forces Command. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two reports on response to the war in Iraq. 

Family of soldier captured and killed asks the 

nation for prayers. Congressman breaks down 

and cries demanding more money for the war. 

Plus package report on the latest voting in 



Congress and violence in Iraq. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Fathers, Sons And Brothers" - 60 MINUTES 

devotes the entire broadcast to the First 

Battalion of the 133rd Infantry of the Iowa 

National Guard serving in Iraq. Over the course 

of nearly two years, the report and the cameras 

follow the soldiers and their families as they 

experience the realities of war, both in Iraq and 

at home. Interviews with individual soldiers and 

their family members chronicle the impact of 

the war on their lives. (C: Scott Pelley - P: 

Shawn Efran)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Hot topic: Violence in Darfur. Public comments 

on possible sanctions in the Interactive 

Newsroom. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive Newsroom hot topic: viewers 

respond to violence in Darfur and possible US 

sanctions. 

    



 

PROGRAM: CBS News Special 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A CBS NEWS SPECIAL PRESENTATION: 

"Flashpoint" - On May 29, 2006 -- Memorial 

Day in the U.S. -- CBS News Correspondent 

Kimberly Dozier, cameraman Paul Douglas and 

soundman James Brolan were embedded with 

the U.S. Army's Fourth Infantry Division in 

Baghdad to produce a report on the fact that it 

was "just another day at work" for the troops in 

Iraq. But, on that day, a remotely detonated car 

bomb killed Douglas and Brolan, as well as 

Army Captain James Alex Funkouser and his 

Iraqi translator, Sam. It also critically injured 

Dozier and several members of the Fourth I.D. 

This report follows Dozier's long journey back 

to normalcy, through more than 25 surgeries, 

and follows the physical and emotional 

aftermath for those soldiers also severely 

injured in the blast. Included are interviews 

with Dr. David Steinbruner, who attended to 

Dozier in Baghdad; recovering Fourth I.D. 

members: Staff Sgt. Nathan Reed, Sgt. Justin 

Farrar, Corp. Michael Potter, Specialist Leon 

Snipes, Sgt. Ezequiel Hernandez; CBS News 

producer Kate Rydell; Jennifer Funkhouser, the 

widow of Captain Funkhouser; the widow of 

Paul Douglas. (C: Katie Couric - P: Paul Ryan, 

Chris Young; P/Editor: Michael McHugh; 

Senior Producer: Judy Tygard; Executive 

Producer: Susan Zirinsky)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Secretary of the Navy is in Hampton Roads, 



gives interviews about strategy in the war in 

Iraq, the future of Navy involvement. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Tony Snow. Topics include: 

the current situation in Iraq and the significance 

behind the decision not to reappoint the 

chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Peter Pace 

/ the importance of moving aggressively 

towards achieving political and constitutional 

reform in Iraq ; the status of President Bush's 

immigration reform proposal after last week's 

defeat in Congress 2) Interview with Senator 

Joseph Lieberman. Topics include: his recent to 

trip to the Middle East / the current situation in 

Iraq / whether or not the decision not to 

reappoint the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 

Staff, Peter Pace indicates a change in strategy / 

his assertion of Iran's involvement in training 

and equipping Iraqi extremists / his belief that if 

the situation does not improve with Iran, 

military action should be taken against them 3) 

Roundtable discussion about: Iran and the 

drawbacks associated with a military strike / the 

feasibility of a post-occupation force in Iraq ; 

the failure of the immigration reform bill ; the 

possibility of President Bush granting Scooter 

Libby a pardon and the political impact on both 

Republicans and President Bush should one be 

granted ; the winners and losers of the 

Democratic and Republican debates Guests: 

Tony Snow, White House Press Secretary (1); 

Senator Joseph Lieberman, Member, Armed 

Services Committee (ID - CT) (2); Colbert I. 

King, The Washington Post (3); Roger Simon, 

Politico.com (3)  

    

 



PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The No-Fly List" - a report on a secret 

government database compiled after 9/11 to 

screen airline passengers for terrorists, but 

which is incomplete, outdated, and an ongoing 

source of aggravation to innocent fliers who 

may have the same name as someone on the 

list. Includes interviews with Joe Trento, 

National Security News Service: Jack Cloonan, 

former FBI agent; Donna Bucella, FBI Terrorist 

Screening Center; Kip Hawley, director, 

Transportation Security Administration; Cathy 

Berrick, director of homeland security issues 

for the General Accounting Office (C: Steve 

Kroft - P: Ira Rosen) (OAD: 10/08/06 with an 

update.) "Barry Diller" - an interview/profile of 

Barry Diller, Chairman and CEO of 

InterActiveCorp, or IAC. Topics discussed 

include his early years in Hollywood, where he 

ran Paramount Pictures and created the Fox 

Television network; his pioneering work in 

interactive-retailing and his current online 

business IAC; and his relationship with his 

wife, Diane von Furstenberg. (C: Lesley Stahl - 

P: Shachar Bar-On) "The Sea Gypsies" - a 

report on the Moken, a nomadic tribe living on 

islands in the Andaman Sea in Southeast Asia, 

who suffered no casualties when a deadly 

tsunami struck early this year because they 

heeded the signs of nature -- receding seas and 

fleeing animals and fled to higher ground. 

Includes interviews with: Saleh Kalathalay, one 

of the Moken who spread the alarm; Dr. 

Narumon Hinshiranan and Jacques Ivanoff, 

both anthropologists. (C: Bob Simon - P: 

Michael Gavshon, Solly Granatstein) (OAD: 

03/20/05) Andy Rooney topic: "Andy on 

‘ Interesting Junk'" - various things which 

people have sent to him (OAD: 12/10/06)  

    

 



PROGRAM: Face the Nation 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 1) Interview with Senator Mitch McConnell. 

Topics include: the Petraeus-Crocker Report 

and his belief that when it is presented in 

September 2007 is when the war in Iraq should 

be re-evaluated / the recommendations of the 

Iraq Study Group / his assertion that the Iraqi 

government has been a big disappointment ; the 

pros and cons of the immigration bill and his 

hope that Senate consideration will be 

completed by the Fourth of July 2) Interview 

with Senator Carl Levin. Topics include: the 

political paralysis in the Iraqi government / the 

need for President Bush to inform the Iraqi 

government that the responsibility for their own 

country is in their hands / the amendment to 

previously proposed legislation by the 

Democrats which will set a timetable for troop 

reduction at about 120 days and his hope that it 

will garner more Republican support this time 

around / the need for pressure to be put on the 

Iraqi government and his opinion that the 

current plan for the Iraqi parliament to take a 

two-month vacation is unacceptable 3) 

Interview with Lee Hamilton. Topics include: 

his assessment of the current situation in Iraq 

and the impact it has on the rest of the Middle 

East / the recommendations of the Iraq Study 

Group Report / the need to place more 

emphasis on diplomatic and political 

reconciliation in Iraq and why that is so 

difficult Guests: Senator Mitch McConnell (R-

KY), Minority Leader (1); Senator Carl Levin 

(D-MI), Chairman, Armed Services Committee 

(2); Lee Hamilton, Co-Chairman, Iraq Study 

Group (3)  

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "The Mother of All Heists" - a report on the 

theft of more than half a billion dollars from 

Iraq's Ministry of Defense, money earmarked to 

fight the insurgency and stolen by those Iraqis 

entrusted by the U.S. to equip the Iraqi army. 

Includes interviews with Ali Allawi, Iraq's 

finance minister; Judge Radhi al-Radhi, head of 

Iraq's Commission on Public Integrity; and Ziad 

Cattan, a major suspect in the case. (C: Steve 

Kroft - P: Andy Court, Keith Sharman) (OAD: 

10/22/06) "The Memory Pill" - a report on the 

clinical trials of a controversial drug 

(propranolol) which would permanently dull a 

trauma victim's memory of the painful event. 

Includes interviews with trauma victims Beatriz 

Arguedas, Kathleen Logue, Louise O'Donnell-

Jasmin, and Rita Magil; Dr. Roger Pitman, 

psychiatrist, Harvard Medical School; James 

McGaugh, professor of neurobiology, 

University of California; and David Magnus, 

Stanford University Center for Biomedical 

Ethics. (C: Lesley Stahl - P: Shari Finkelstein) 

(OAD: 11/26/06 with an update.) "Long John 

Daly"- an interview with professional golfer 

John Daly about his struggles with addictions to 

both alcohol and gambling; his multiple 

marriages; and his ups and downs on the PGA 

tour.(C: Morley Safer - P: Deirdre Naphin) 

(OAD: 05/07/06 with an update.) Andy Rooney 

topic: "Type A and Type B"- the differences 

between Type A and Type B personalities 

(OAD: 12/03/95)  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: USS Trenton is being retired, but won't be 

scrapped. Instead, today it was handed over to 

the navy of India. Package and live report from 



Naval Station Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: 60 Minutes 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Exposing The Truth" - an interview with Joe 

Darby, the man who turned in the photos of his 

fellow soldiers abusing Iraqi prisoners at Abu 

Ghraib, Iraq -- photos taken by prison guard 

Charles Graner. Includes comments by Colin 

Engelbach, the commander of the VFW post in 

Darby's hometown, Cumberland, Maryland -- 

where Darby is now a pariah. (C: Anderson 

Cooper - P: Robert G. Anderson, Casey 

Morgan) (OAD: 12/10/06) "Family Ties" - 

every year, an estimated 30,000 children are 

born in the U.S. to women, a number of them 

single or in lesbian relationships, who have 

been artificially inseminated with sperm from 

anonymous donors. Most of the children grow 

up never knowing their biological fathers. Now, 

with the help of sperm bank records and the 

Internet, some of them are finding and building 

relationships, not only with ‘ donor siblings' -- 

half-brothers and sisters sired by the same 

donor, but on occasion, with their anonymous 

fathers.(C: Steve Kroft - P: Mitch 

Weitzner)(OAD: 03/19/06 with an update.) 

"Hitler's Secret Archive" - a report on a vast 

archive of Holocaust history, comprised of 

material originally maintained by the Nazis in 

dozens of concentration camps and then 

gathered by the Allies after the war into a 

centralized location in Bad Arolsen, Germany. 

Controlled by The International Tracing 

Service, which operates under the Red Cross, it 

has now been opened to historians and 

researchers. Among those interviewed are Udo 

Jost, the chief archivist; Paul Shapiro of the 

U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum; and 

Holocaust survivors Walter Feiden, Miki 



Schwartz, and Jack Rosenthal.(C: Scott Pelley - 

P: Michael Rosenbaum) (OAD: 12/17/06 with 

an update.) Andy Rooney Topic: "Tracking 

Down Andy's Lexus" - Andy is still attached to 

his old car (OAD: 10/17/04)  

    

EDUCATION,  

including educational accredidation, bullies in school, school districts, overcrowding in 

schools, online diplomas 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Hampton program is teaching new parents 

the right way to raise their children. It's part of 

Child Abuse Prevention month. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: 3 schools closed due to threat. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Prospective Virginia Tech students must let the 

school know if they plan to attend this fall this 

week. So far, the school reports only five of the 

over 12,000 told school officials they're not 

coming because of the tragedy on campus. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Tech graduation is being held this 

weekend. The students that died in the campus 

massacre are being honored. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The company that administers the Standard of 

Learning Test for schools in Hampton Roads 

had a computer crash as students took the test. 

The problem means many of the tests are 

invalid, and students will have to take them 

again. We talked to students and teachers about 

the problem, how it happened, and how they're 

getting ready to take the tests a second time. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia Beach girl advances in the National 

Spelling Bee. Phoner with her mother about the 

secrets of her success. 

    

 

PROGRAM: CBS Religious Special 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-17-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: "Building On Faith" - a report about the 

ongoing role of charities and faith-based 

disaster recovery organizations in the 

reconstruction of south Mississippi after the 

devastation caused by Hurricane Katrina. The 

broadcast focusses on the work of United 

Methodist Disaster Relief, Catholic Relief 

Services and Presbyterian Disaster Assistance is 

such Mississippi locales as Moss Point, Biloxi, 

Gulfport and Waveland. Includes commentary 

from various members of the volunteer groups. 

Also includes commentary by Fred 

Longenecker of "Carpenter's Calling," a group 

associated with United Methodist Disaster 

Relief; Mary Wimberly, director of long-term 

recovery for the Roman Catholic Diocese of 

Biloxi; Nancy Loftus, case manager, Catholic 

Social Services; Bill Stallworth, Biloxi City 

Councilman. Executive Producer: John P. 

Blessington. Producer/Narrator: Ted Holmes  

    

SAFETY,  

including hurricane safety, pool safety, teen field trips, amusement rides, overheating, new 

tsunami warning systems, child proofing homes, firework safety, shark attacks. 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-05-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: fox attacks 3 in suffolk 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: North Carolina officials are launching a new 

campaign against DUI, targetting it at 

Hispanics. It and a Hispanic advocacy group 

are working together because Hispanics have a 



higher rate of DUI than the general population. 

Our coverage included-- --The campaign itself -

-Stats backing the reason for the campaign --

Comments from viewers about whether it's fair 

to target a campaign like this toward a specific 

ethnic group. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: team coverage of severe weather 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: team coverage of severe weather 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A viewer called, concerned that street lights had 

not been replaced, months after a construction 

project that required them be temporarily 

removed was finished. We looked at the stretch 

of road, and got an update from Dominion 

Virginia Power about when the light polls 

would be replaced. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 



    

DATE AIRED:  04-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: pt neighborhood w/o street lights 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Strong storms moved through the area today. 

Our elements included: --latest on the storm's 

track --Live report from Gloucester, where a 

possible tornado touched down and caused 

damage --Live report from Chesapeake, where 

a young child was struck by lightning in a back 

yard. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local man questions change in Virginia gun 

laws after the Virginig Tech massacre. His wife 

was mentally ill, committed repeatedly, yet 

could still buy a gun. He says current rules 

aren't enforced. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-03-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A Dallas consulting company is going to 

Virginia Tech to teach students about survival. 



They say when a terrorist or any kind of 

attacker invades your space, the worst thing to 

do is hide, as most of the Virginia Tech 

students did. A group of Georgia Tech 

graduates raised $10,000 to send the consultants 

to Virginia Tech to help students learn survival 

skills. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A coastal storm brought high wind to the area 

all day, and will through Tuesday. Our live, 

team coverage showed viewers the damage it 

caused, and the safety problems its creating on 

the water and our bridge-tunnels. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A coastal storm brought high wind to the area 

all day, and will through Tuesday. Our live, 

team coverage showed viewers the damage it 

caused, and the safety problems its creating on 

the water and our bridge-tunnels. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A major wind storm continues to affect the 

region. Our coverage included: --Details of 



North Carolina Route 12 closed in the Outer 

Banks because of washed out roads --

Vacationers upset that the weather is keeping 

them off the beach --Coast Guard rescues 

because of boaters hitting the high seas without 

the right equipment. --Forecast of how long the 

strong wind will continue. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: fog warnings & driving tips 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-10-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thieves are using a device called "bump keys" 

to break into locked doors. They're very simple, 

and instructions are available online. We 

showed how they work, without revealing how 

to make them, and how homeowners can find 

locks that are bump-proof. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Chesapeake sheriff's deputy injured in a crash.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-16-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Test of region's disaster plan for hurricane 

season. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local Marine killed in traffic crash. Police say 

he was driving drunk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Woman killed in rainy rush hour traffic when 

the car crashed into a tree. Driver was drunk. 

One of several bad accidents this morning. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Investigation of food inspection at festivals, 

since we're expecting so many this weekend in 

downtown Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A company in South Carolina is recalling 

thousands of cans of turnip greens, because 

they may be contaminated with diesel fuel! 

McCall farms of Effingham sells canned 

vegetables across the South. It's recalling 27 

ounce cans of Margaret Holmes seasoned turnip 

greens. The recall started when a customer ate 

some of the turnip greens, complained of a 

chemical taste, and testing showed trace 

amounts of diesel fuel. If you have any of the 

greens, take them back to the store for a refund.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach on the 

drowning of a man out fishing. Neither 

fisherman was wearing a live jacket. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: VDOT and state police test the traffic gates in 

Interstate 64 that will be lowered for hurricane 

evacuation from Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Latest hurricane season predictions with 

preparedness information. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Man drowns fishing off Virginia Beach. Dove 

in to save his buddy who survived. Neither was 

wearing a live jacket. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Safety checks now being offered free by the 

Coast Guard and Virginia Beach police before 

your boat hits the water this weekend. Live 

report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Warning to the elderly in Suffolk and 

Chesapeake: Scammers are out to talk their way 

into your house and steal your valuables while 

you're distracted. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  05-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A wrongful-death lawsuit against military 

contractor Blackwater USA, based in Moyock, 

NC was settled out of court. The suit involved 

the deaths of several Blackwater contractors in 

Iraq, charging the company did not do enough 

to protect the workers. Many people thought the 

lawsuit would force the secretive company to 

reveal how it does business. Now that the 

lawsuit is settled, that won't happen. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A teenage boy barely was saved from drowning 

in Virginia Beach. Witnesses say he fell into a 

pool at the Holiday Travel park off General 

Booth Boulevard. He was wearing street 

clothes. When he was pulled from the pool he 

had no pulse and wasn't breathing. Good 

samaritans pulled him out of the pool and gave 

him cpr. Paramedics tell us that the boy is still 

fighting for his life in the hospital, but at least 

now he has a chance.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports on teenager who drowned last 

night in Virginia Beach, pulled out of the water 

with no pulse or breathing. People on the scene 

revived him. 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Virginia Beach where an 

elderly woman was just hit and killed in a 

parking lot. She fell down and a truck backed 

over her. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Insurance company launches a local hurricane 

response unit, and gives advice ahead of time 

on preparing for a hurricane.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package on crash tests just released ranking 

convertible automobiles for safety. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report and package on Norfolk hurricane 

response team. It's a new emergency response 

unit launched by an insurance company to get 



to people quickly. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Results just released of crash tests on 

convertible cars. Package on the results and 

safest/worst models. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Portsmouth where a woman was 

hit and badly injured in the parking lot of a 

bank. She's the mayor's wife; man who hit her 

is the bank president. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of storm damage throughout the 

area from last night's storms, including a house 

hit by lightning. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-06-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on new initiative 

in Virginia: "Can't It Wait?" which tries to get 

people not to use cell phones while they drive. 

Package with viewer comments. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Suffolk where a pedestrian 

was hit and seriously hurt. She's the mayor's 

wife, hit by the president of a local bank. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-07-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on an industrial accident in Norfolk. 

Man falls down a 60 foot tube on a ship. Local 

firefighters talk about the unique challenges of 

rescuing someone from a Navy ship. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-08-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local MADD responds to the early release of 

Paris Hilton, says people are focusing too much 

on her celebrity and not the original crime: 

drunk driving. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Rabid cat found in Virginia Beach, may have 

bitten three men.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Teenage boy drowned at his own graduation 

party in Elizabeth City. A look at the scene, 

why he went swimming in an area that was 

supposed to be closed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Team coverage of fatal crashes in Acomack 

County, caused mostly by speeding. Not one of 

the fatalities was wearing a seat belt. State 

police talk about the need to focus on seat belt 

use in rural areas, where people are ignoring 

them. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A woman crashes into a feed store in Hampton. 

Owner explains why this is the sixth crash to hit 

his store because of a bad intersection that 



needs to be changed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Review of the new booster seat law that goes 

into effect later this month across Virginia. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live explainer of the new booster seat law that 

will go into effect in Virginia by the end of the 

month. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Congress passes the first gun control measure in 

years, in response to the Virginia Tech 

massacre. We profile a survivor who talks 

about how that law could have made a 

difference. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Suffolk police are getting tasers for most of the 

force. Report on how they work, how police 

will use them to subdue certain suspects. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Feds release their report on the Virginia Tech 

massacre, and steps that need to be taken to 

prevent such a thing from happening again. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Suffolk where police are getting 

tasers for almost all officers.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a suspicious package found 

under the Berkely Bridge, how it shut down 

traffic, and what police eventually found.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk and Virginia Beach demonstrate their 

new bomb squad device, used yesterday to 

"defuse" a suitcase under the downtown bridge.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Brush fire in Gates County, NC. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: In light of the fire in South Carolina that killed 

9 firefighters, we examine some new high-tech 

safety gear that local firefighters in Hampton 

Roads are using, gear designed to avoid exactly 

the danger those SC firefighters faced. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk firefighters demonstrate the importance 

of "standing down" when a fire isn't threatening 

lives. Fire today destroyed a vacant building 

and firefighters pulled out. National Standown 

Week. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report in Norfolk on fire at a commercial 

building. Firefighters pulled out when they 

realized the building was largely empty, and no 

lives were involved. All this in light of the fire 

in SC that killed 9 firefighters.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on huge brush fire in Gates County, 

threatening homes at one point. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Report on status of major brush fire in Gates 

County. Fire risk for the rest of the dry season 

for all of Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive report from North Carolina, where 

one of the most dangerous highways in the 

region is about to be changed for safety -- 

getting rumble strips and other modifications.  

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Exclusive report on rumble strips and other 

modifications being made to one of the most 

dangerous highways in the area, in North 

Carolina. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New local study shows "sand holes" at the 

beach can be more dangerous than most people 

think. Demonstration of how the holes can -- 

and have -- collapsed on children. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Sailboat hit power lines on a creek in 

Chesapeake. Boat burned to the waterline, 

owner lost everything since he lived on board.  

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: New study says booster seats should also be 



used in cars for older children, not just toddlers. 

    

 

PROGRAM: Surviving the Storm 7pm 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Thirty minute special at 7:00 p.m. on hurricane 

preparedness for Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Shooting at Elizabeth City State over the 

weekend wound up with the quick 

apprehension of the shooter, because the 

university has a new security camera system in 

place. A look at how it works and how it might 

be used on other campuses. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: A sailboat hit a low power line and caught fire 

in Chesapeake. A look at where these low lines 

are, how boaters are supposed to know they're 

there. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Cottonmouth snakes are showing up in droves 

in the Outer Banks. Live report on the danger, 

why they're there, what to look out for. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Norfolk are cracking down on people 

who run red lights and stop signs. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police in Virginia Beach are offering free child 

safety restraint checks, and at the same time 

cracking down on people who drive without 

restraints for their children. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Shore Drive in Virginia Beach has been a death 

trap for years. Live report on the city's new plan 

for repairs and renovations to make Shore Drive 

safer. Construction is about to begin. 

    

 



PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Phone service, including 911, is out across the 

area because of a fiber optic line break. Details 

the numbers people should call instead of 911 

in the affected areas. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-29-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Child was hit by a car on Airline Road. Live 

report on the accident itself and the demands 

from neighbors who say they've been 

complaining about traffic in the area for years. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report from Interstate 64 where a woman 

was speeding, crashed, and her child -- who 

was not wearing a seatbelt -- was killed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-30-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on new boating laws that go into 

effect tomorrow.  

    



ECONOMY,  

including consumer product safety, gas prices, credit cards, job cut-backs, tourism, grants. 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Last minutes tips on way people can get more 

money back on their tax returns. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-13-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Assessments in Hampton Roads are rising, even 

though the actual selling prices of homes are 

falling. We looked at why cities are raising 

assessments, and why the trend will continue 

until the city's records catch up with the market. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-23-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: gas prices update on current prices and future 

forecast 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Jamestown Williamsburg area is about to 



get flooded with tourists. Local shops and 

hotels are gearing up for the influx. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tonight, the Norfolk City Council informally 

approved a 16-cent drop in the property tax 

rate, to $1.11 per $100 of value. The drop 

means the average home owner will not see a 

rise in their tax bill because of rising 

assessments. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-17-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: More of us will travel this summer than ever 

before, in spite of rising gas prices. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Gas prices are about to go up again. Report on 

the reasons why and how much we can expect 

them to increase. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The new movie "Evan Almight" was shot in 

Virginia. We go behind the scenes of the 

Hampton Roads office in charge of luring 

movie productions to this area. Live report. 

    

TRANSPORTATION,  

including NASA space launch, traffic problems, travel, tolls 
 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia lawmakers pass a bill for 

transportation reform. That hasn't happened in a 

generation. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: new norfolk cruise ship terminal 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  04-06-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: hrbt tunnel test delays times and detours 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    



DATE AIRED:  04-09-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: hrbt delays & detours -- jordan bridge closing 

& detour 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-12-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The Midtown Tunnel was closed for several 

hours because of a hazardous materials spill 

inside the tube. We showed viewers what 

spilled, why it was such a serious situation, and 

let them know the road was back open. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Tomorrow, Virginia Beach city leaders are 

expected to start the process that will bring red 

light enforcement cameras back to the resort 

city. The city used the cameras for several 

months until the law that permitted the use 

expired. Since then, lawmakers passed a new 

law allowing cities to bring them back. It's not 

as simple as just re-installing the cameras. We 

told viewers about the process that has to be 

repeated from the start. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several major events are happening in 

downtown Norfolk all at the same time. That 

means road closures and heavy traffic. We 

investigated if the city can really handle the 

onslaught. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Granby Street was shut down in downtown 

Norfolk throughout the day for repairs and 

more have to be done. Neighbors are asking 

why it has to be done in the busiest part of the 

day and not overnight. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Repairs to Granby Street will start today and 

will disrupt traffic for some time. Live shots 

throughout the morning. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-24-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: VDOT is working to kill the seagulls at the 

HRBT. The island's population is booming, 

causing problems for drivers. We showed how 

they work with animal experts to reduce the 

population, and make the HRBT islands a less 

attractive place for the birds to nest on to begin 



with. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  05-31-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Major road closings starting tonight across 

Hampton Roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-01-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Three huge road repair projects will snarl traffic 

across Hampton Roads this weekend. Report on 

what you can expect and when in various spots, 

plus alternate routes. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Viewers called about the repairs made to the 

Midtown Tunnel over the weekend. Some 

complained that it didn't appear anything had 

been done over two days of repairs. We talked 

to VDOT about the work, and explained what 

work was done, and why it may not all be that 

noticable. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 



    

DATE AIRED:  06-04-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Truck crashed and tore down power lines near 

Little Creek Amphibious Base, tying up traffic 

for hours and knocking out power. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-11-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: State police investigated two fatal crashes on 

the Eastern Shore over the weekend. Stats show 

that the Shore has the highest rate of fatal 

crashes in the state. We looked at how much 

more frequently fatal crashes happen there, and 

why. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-14-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Police closed the Berkley bridge in Norfolk this 

afternoon because of a suspicious package 

found near the base. It turned out to be a 

suitcase of clothes. The bridge was closed for 

more than an hour. It reopened shortly before 

the newscast. We updated viewers on the 

traffic, and what police knew about what they 

found. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 



    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Local activists are already lining up to 

challenge the constitutionality of the new 

regional transportation authority. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Isle of Wight makes it official: Hampton Roads 

has now approved the new regional 

transportation authority. Live report on what 

this means and what they actually have the 

power to make you pay for better roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: The new Hampton Roads transportation 

authority has finally been approved. Live report 

on what that means, what they can actually 

make people pay, what they may improve on 

local roadways first. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-15-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on the new 

regional transportation authority: Do people 

really believe they can make improvements, 

and which roadways need attention first? 

    



 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-18-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on crash in Suffolk that closed 

down a major highway for most of the day. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Package report on the new regional 

transportation authority, and what it really 

means local people will pay for better roads. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-19-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Interactive newsroom focuses on the "Ten 

Commandments for Drivers" just issued by the 

Catholic Church. We get local viewer 

comments on special driving problems in 

Hampton Roads. Our local experts are here live 

to debate the efficacy of religious involvement 

in road rage problems. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Two huge crashes tied up traffic to and from 

Naval Station Norfolk all day long. At the same 

time, City Council is considering modifications 

to Hampton Boulevard to reduce traffic flow. 

Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5:30 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-20-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on breaking news -- huge diesel 

spill with traffic backed up for miles near Naval 

Station Norfolk. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Big Rig Ban proposed by some members of 

norfolk city council for hampton boulevard 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Currituck County, NC officials have wanted to 

add rumble strips to state route 168 because of 

the number of people who died in accidents 

caused by drivers falling asleep at the wheel. 

Those officials accuse North Carolina's 

Transportation Department of dragging its feet 

to get the funding for the job, preventing the 

work from being done in time for tourist 

season. This week, four people died in crashes 



Currituck County says would have been 

prevented if the rumble strips were in place. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-21-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live reports from Hampton Boulevard, 

showing the problem of big trucks rumbling 

through from the ports. City Council will 

consider a ban on big truck traffic on that 

roadway. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: breaking traffic news all morning -- i64 shut 

down at high rise bridge! 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ Noon 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-22-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on a fatal crash in Chesapeake that 

tied up traffic for hours. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-25-2007 

    



PROGRAM SUMMARY: Norfolk is considering a ban on heavy truck 

traffic on Hampton Boulevard. Live report. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-26-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Live report on traffic survey about Naval 

Station Norfolk -- suggestions on how to 

change the traffic patterns around the huge 

base. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 This Morning 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-27-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Several live reports on transportation survey 

that focused on Naval Station Norfolk -- how 

traffic backups and gate clearances could be 

changed. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 11 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Review of enormous new fees that will go into 

effect Sunday for drivers who driver drunk or 

recklessly in Virginia. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 6 

    



DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia's huge new traffic fines and fees have 

one huge loophole: they won't be levied against 

out of state drivers. Live report looks at the 

loophole, how it happened, what needs to be 

done to close it. 

    

 

PROGRAM: NewsChannel 3 @ 5 

    

DATE AIRED:  06-28-2007 

    

PROGRAM SUMMARY: Virginia's new fees and fines for traffic 

violators are now in effect but they have a huge 

loophole: they don't apply to out of state 

drivers. Live report. 

    

 


